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Abstract

Decisions on when to act are critical in many real life situations. Examples include
several health care, safety and security situations, where acting early or late can
both result in substantial costs or losses. These decisions are dynamic and are
mostly made under uncertainty. This type of decision relates to and contrasts
with discrete decisions, which have been studied extensively in terms of people’s
systematic deviations from utility-maximizing norms, or in other words, biases.
In this dissertation, a game is introduced as a platform to study timing decisions. Impatience induced by delays is investigated as a bias affecting timing
decisions, and is successfully manipulated and moderated. Seven experiments are
presented. The first experiment (N = 73) suggested that a tendency to act early
affects timing decisions. This experiment also indicated that the relative importance of the effects of impatience and risk propensity on such decisions changes
based on proficiency in tasks and task duration. The second experiment (N = 123)
confirmed existence of an impatience bias. The third experiment (N = 701) showed
that impatience induced by delays: (1) affects timing decisions in the subsequent
tasks, (2) increases a tendency to receive information faster, only for a few seconds,
with cost and no gains, and (3) reduces subsequent task satisfaction. Furthermore, impatience is successfully manipulated and significantly moderated using
fast countdowns. Experiment 4 (N = 304) showed that the mechanism behind
this impatience moderation is altered time perception, and presented trade-offs
between delay perception and delay recall. Experiment 5 (N = 538) investigated a
wider range of feedback speeds, replicated the results of Experiments 2 and 3, and
provided insights and trade-offs for user interface design. Experiments 6 (N = 113)
and 7 (N = 294) investigated how actions that save one’s time by making others

iii

wait, i.e., impatience acts, are perceived, and asked whether people are sensitive
to the total cost, taking both number of people involved in the scenarios and the
imposed time cost into account. Results showed that people are rationally sensitive
to group sizes, but total cost is perceived differently depending on existing norms
for the scenario.
Furthermore, gender differences in expression of impatience and implications
for user interface design are discussed, and the results suggested that impatience
may reduce as people get older. These findings are valuable as they contribute
to understanding human biases and decision-making, and provide insights on how
to properly design feedback for user interfaces. A precise picture of how biases
influence timing decisions will be of interest for designing tutoring systems and for
training people whose successful, rational decision-making is necessary in domains
such as personal health, national security, or public safety.
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Chapter

1

Introduction and Objectives

1.1

Introduction

Several types of real-world decisions involve choosing the right time to act. In
many safety, security, and health care related situations, people face trade-offs
between acting and postponing the action, as each has inherent costs, benefits and
risks. For example, when should someone undergo medical screening? How often
should a company check its smoke detectors and water sprinklers? When should a
driver change lanes on a busy highway? How often should one change passwords
for security? Such situations reflect the importance of decisions on when to act as
opposed to what to do. In these situations, acting rationally depends on finding
the right time to act. This dissertation investigates the effect of impatience on
decisions on when to act, when there is a cost for the action, and a cost resulting
from acting too early or late.
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Decision-making is well known to be affected by biases and individual characteristics (e.g., [107]). It is reasonable to expect that the dynamic nature of timing
decisions leads to additional biases that do not exist when the strategy space is discrete. Another challenge is that time is experienced differently for different people
and in different situations. People do not perceive time objectively, which can lead
to over-estimating time intervals, especially in impulsive individuals [112]. This
can result in impatience, which makes timing decisions more challenging for some
people. Time perception can be influenced by several factors such as attention
level [11, 99], activity level, or information processing. For example, information processing requires attentional resources. Thus when processing significant
amounts of information (similar to when doing a high level of activity) fewer resources are left for time estimation. This can lead to paying less attention to the
passing of time [5, 60]. As a result, time is perceived to pass faster. That is an
explanation for why a person who is waiting in a line perceives the passing of time
to be slower as compared to someone who is working hard before an important
deadline [8, 11, 79].
Furthermore, delays can have negative emotional and behavioral consequences
and worsen performance, productivity, and even work satisfaction [101]. They can
also lead to errors [32]. Therefore, this dissertation investigates the possibility of
an impatience bias affecting timing decisions. The hypothesis is that impatience
caused by delays can affect decision-making. If it is true, it would be important to
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find approaches to moderated it, as this moderation would be beneficial in several
aspects of life (e.g., security, health, and satisfaction). I show that impatience is
in fact a bias affecting such decisions, and propose methods to moderate this bias.
The findings of this dissertation enable us to better understand humans’ decisionmaking. With impatience being the focus of this dissertation, the findings also
contribute to human-computer interaction, as it provides a user interface designer
with valuable insights on how to choose the appropriate form of feedback, when
delays are expected.
A review of the existing literature indicates that there is no formal definition for
impatience, especially in the context of decision-making. The effect of impatience
on decision-making has mostly been studied in the context of temporal discounting, specifically in situations where people have to choose between receiving an
amount of money immediately or receiving a larger amount later. Due to temporal discounting, or what is argued to be impatience, people prefer to receive the
reward sooner, as opposed to waiting for a larger reward.
I believe that the effect of impatience on decision-making is not thoroughly
explained by temporal discounting, because: (a) impatience is only one factor
among many other factors (e.g., time-sensitivity [28] or even need for money) that
affect temporal discounting [28, 31, 108], (b) temporal discounting is challenging in
nature due to the inherent difficulty to accurately perceive events that are distant
in time [64], and (c) it is empirically shown that when the options of early and late
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rewards are both delayed equally, people’s choice changes to the latter option [56],
while impatience should always cause people to prefer the earlier option. These
differences are discussed in more details in the next chapter.
As a result, it is instructive to examine the informal use of the term impatience. The Oxford English Dictionary defines impatience as ”the feeling of being
annoyed or irritated by somebody/something, especially because you have to wait
for a long time”, and ”the desire to do something soon, or for something to happen
soon”. The second part of the latter definition is used in the literature on temporal discounting, where people’s preference of choosing an earlier options (with
lower rewards) among a set of options is well investigated. I relate and compare
impatience to intertemporal discounting in detail in the next chapter. I search for
evidence in support of each of these three elements of impatience, all of which can
be seen as an effect of impatience on people’s behavior and decision-making based
on the results of this dissertation.
I study and control impatience using variations of a timing game with multiple
rounds. Each round of the game simulates decisions that are made in real life,
including but not limited to decisions on security, safely, or health-care (examples
of which are mentioned above). The game, which is inspired by a timing game
called the FlipIt - game of “stealthy takeover” [109], is described in details in
Chapter 3. Furthermore, I investigate how impatience bias can be moderated to
improve decision-making. The mechanism behind this moderation is studied in
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this dissertation.
Finally, impatience does not only affect the decision-maker. Sometimes an
impatience act can affect others as well. For example, someone that stops in the
middle of a street to pick up a friend (instead of driving to a location close by,
where he/she can park) affects those drivers behind him/her. Someone who reopens an elevator takes time, even if only a few seconds, from those waiting inside.
Literature on moral decision-making has well addressed the situations in which the
cost is either monetary or humans’ lives. Studying time as a cost, however, has seen
relatively limited attention, despite the fact that such decisions are very common in
daily life. This dissertation also investigates how actions in such situations (which
can be caused as a result of impatience) are perceived by people.

1.2

Research Goal

This research investigates impatience, as a bias affecting people’s decisions on timing of actions, and their satisfaction. In this dissertation, impatience in decisionmaking is studied from two different points of view: (1) how impatience affects
timing decisions, how to moderate it, and what the mechanisms are, and (2) how
people perceive the morality of actions that can be as a result of impatience. The
effects of individual differences such as gender and age on impatience are investigated, and as delays are inevitable in many systems or interfaces, the implications
for HCI and user interface design are discussed.
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1.3

Summary of Contributions

The findings of this dissertation contribute to understanding human decisionmaking, and provide insights about how to modify user interfaces to moderate
impatience caused by delays, as well as how to improve people’s decision-making
and satisfaction by providing an appropriate feedback. A game is introduced in
this dissertation, which provides a platform for studying timing decisions. Findings
of this dissertation show that:
• Impatience is a factor affecting timing decisions. It is independent from an
individual’s risk propensity.
• The relative effects of risk propensity and impatience on timing decisions
change based on one’s proficiency in the task and the duration of the task.
• Impatience caused by a delay can be manipulated and moderated, which has
consequences for subsequent decision-making, as well as for task satisfaction.
A faster countdown shown during an equally-long waiting period significantly
improves people’s subsequent choices and satisfaction.
• Speed of countdown shown during a delay affects time perception. Time
seems to pass faster when seeing a faster countdown. However, there is a
trade-off when deciding on the appropriate feedback speed, as delay accompanied by faster countdowns will be later recalled as longer. Trade-offs in
user interface design are discussed in Chapter 9.
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• Fast countdowns not only affect delay perception and delay recall, but also
affect how the duration after the delay is recalled.
• Two effects are identified as a consequence of the impatience bias on timing
choices. First is a tendency to act early or more frequently, and the second is
a tendency to receive information early, if only for a few seconds, at cost, and
with no gain. Both effects are significantly affected by the countdown speed
and moderating impatience results in choices that are closer to a rational
model.
• Impatience seems to be expressed differently by men and women, but is
moderated by a faster countdown, regardless of gender.
• A follow-up question regarding speeding up the feedback is investigated,
which suggests that faster feedback is beneficial but has its limits. After
passing a limit, the momentary perception and decision-making in the task
following the delay are not improved further, even though delay duration’s
recall is increased.
• People’s perception of actions that save one’s time, but impose time cost on
a group of people (which can be seen as an act of impatience) is investigated.
Results show that people are sensitive to the number of people who are made
waiting by the action, as well as the waiting time. The cost of such actions
are perceived differently depending on the nature of the scenario.
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• Results of the Experiments, discussed in this dissertation, suggest that impatience and time perception are affected by age. As age increases, people
seem to become more patient.

1.4

Structure of the Dissertation

Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature, covering the theories and related
works that back up and motivate this research. Decision-making, human biases,
rationality, time perception, gender differences in decision-making, temporal discounting, and benefits of using Amazon Mechanical Turk as a platform are discussed in Chapter 2.
Chapter 3 introduces the games that are designed and used in this dissertation. It also provides a comparison between the game introduced in this dissertation and the other existing timing games.
Chapter 4 presents the first experiment of this dissertation, which investigates
the effect of risk propensity on timing decisions. A tendency to act early (hypothesized as impatience) is proposed as a personal trait affecting timing decisions. The
relative importance of these two effects are investigated.
Chapter 5 introduces the second experiment, using which the effect of impatience on decision-making is confirmed.
Chapter 6 presents the third experiment. As several factors can affect people’s
time perception, the third experiment investigates whether it is possible to alter
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people’s time perception and make them more patient, and as a result, decrease
the effect of impatience on decision making. To do so, countdowns with different
speeds are used to moderate impatience. This chapter investigates in more details
how decision-making is affected by impatience.
Chapter 7 introduces the fourth experiment, investigates how time perception
is affected by countdown speed, and asks whether the observed impatience moderation is as a result of altered time perception. Delay and task duration recalls
are measured using the Verbal Estimation method.
Chapter 8 investigates the existence of gender differences in reflecting impatience, which is suggested by the results of the experiments provided in the earlier
chapters.
Chapter 9 presents discussions about the implications of the findings for HCI
and User Interface Design. As users face delays daily (e.g., when watching an
advertisement, downloading files, or waiting for a computer scan to be completed),
findings of the experiments in this dissertation provide valuable insights on how to
design feedback. Chapter 9 also introduces a new experiment (experiment 5), in
which feedback design for delays is further investigated.
Chapter 10 investigates the morality of actions that can be considered as
impatience, and how those actions are perceived by people. Two experiments are
presented in this chapter (Experiments 6 and 7) to study how people perceive
actions that save one’s time by making others wait, and how cost is perceived in
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such situations. In other words, it studies how the appropriateness of such actions
changes based on the number of people that are made waiting, and the waiting
time.
Chapter 11 presents a general discussion, a summary of the most important
conclusions drawn based on this dissertation, and provides suggestions for future
work.

Chapter

2

Background and Related Work

2.1

Decision-making and Biases

Various aspects of decision-making are of interest to areas such as Computer Science, Cognitive Science, Economics, and the Medical Sciences. In many domains,
making rational decisions is crucial to achieve success or to reduce the possible
costs. Although rationality is achieved by choosing the best action (defined based
on the ultimate goal) among a set of alternatives, such optimization is not generally easy in real-life situations, as cognitive limitations (e.g., computational limitations of humans) [97], human biases (deviations from utility-maximizing rational
norm) [107], or even rational adaptations to the environment [33] influence decisions. Finding computational cognitive models of human behavior help to identify
these biases, which is the first step toward mitigating them. In this section, I review some of these biases, as well as the methods that have been used to evaluate
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them. I will first provide a review of how rationality is defined, and then discuss
the factors that can affect rationality of our judgments and decision-making.

2.1.1

Definition of Rationality

Depending on the domain, rationality of people’s actions is defined differently.
In Economics, rational models are those that maximize the benefits and minimize
costs (e.g., by selecting actions that maximize the expected utility of the outcome),
when uncertainty exists. An irrational action is defined as any action that is
different from the rational action [6].
A rational model finds the optimal decision. It acts as an external observer and
finds actions that are the best for the person to achieve his/her goal (e.g., one’s
medical doctor could act as an external observer and make better decisions towards
improving health, compared to the patient, because the doctor has more knowledge, experience, and fewer biases). The same definition is used in development
of game theory. Rational models deal with uncertainty by applying probability of
different outcomes and optimizing the outcome based on the probability distribution.
Rational choice theories assume that all actions are purely rational and that
people are able to calculate and predict the outcome of their actions [91]. Those
theories even indicate that the outcome of complicated social situations could be
calculated, as they are formed from the basic individual actions, whose outcomes
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are also calculative [91]. Theories of rationality in Economics deal with the probability distribution of outcomes and their goal is to maximize financial benefits.
Some rational choice theorists acknowledge the fact that maximizing financial gains
is not the only important parameter in decision-making, and propose that it is possible to apply the same concept to time, prestige, and other factors as well. That
is to say, even if an individual wants to help someone, it can be considered as a
rational choice, one that maximizes self-satisfaction [91, 96, 114].
One important drawback of the aforementioned definition of rationality is that
it only focuses on actions and lacks an explanation of why people choose to take
those actions. As a result, some important aspects of human beings such as values,
personalities, and social norms are not considered in those models. However, it is
important to consider essential aspects of humans’ decision-making, such as different mechanism, biases, and human characteristics, in order to explain decisionmaking in more details [91, 94].
The definition of rationality is different in psychology and sociology as compared to economics, as they take into account both rational and non-rational aspects of humans’ decision-making. It is believed that people tend to choose actions
that are beneficial and avoid actions that cause losses and punishments. In other
words, people use Reinforcement Learning [6, 91, 96]. Simon [96] argues that in
order to judge whether an action is rational or not, we need to first look at the
context in which the action is decided. In psychology, rationality deals with the
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process of making the decision, and how people reason about the process. Mental
processes involved in making decisions are also studied and taken into consideration [94, 96]. Theories of rationality in psychology and sociology mainly differ
from those in economics in the following aspects:

1. Economics’ rationality does not take into account the context of goals, and
the values of actions to achieve those goals. By contrast, rationality theories
in social sciences and psychology investigate values behind actions and how
they change over time as people become more experienced [96].
2. Consistency of behavior is assumed in economics, but from a psychological
point of view, people are assumed to have individual differences and different
behaviors, which influence their reasoning and judgment of actions (e.g., lack
of willpower [83]). Furthermore, the complexity of real-world problems and
humans’ strategies of minimizing these complexities are taken into account
in psychology and sociology [96].
3. Environment and the environmental changes are not taken into consideration in economics. By contrast, in psychology and sociology, situations and
environment are taken into account and are important for judgments of rationality [96].
4. Many real-world decisions need to be made under uncertainty, due to people’s
limitations in gathering all the required information, as well as their compu-
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tational limitations (e.g., bounded rationality [97]). In Economics, people’s
different perceptions and their computational limits are not taken into consideration. These differences, however, lead to different types of reasoning
about the same situation in the real-world [6, 94, 96].
5. In economics, when the situation is unknown, probabilities are assigned to the
different scenarios and the rational choice is calculated using these probabilities. On the other hand, the behavioral theories of rationality in psychology
and sociology indicate that in very complex situations, it is not even possible
for humans to find out the actions that maximize the outcome. Thus, they
consider the actual context of the situations and focus on human reasoning
to discuss rationality. As a result, thinking and reasoning become more important in psychology when discussing rationality, and good thinking is what
is important, as opposed to the theories of rationality in economics, where
the final outcome is important [6, 94].

An irrational action is defined in psychology as an action for which we cannot
reason. It is a behavior that is raised by impulsivity, compulsion, or other strong
emotions and biases that lead to decisions, which are neither logical nor beneficial.
[6, 70, 94].
Rational and irrational models of decision-making are the two extremes of an
spectrum. They complement each other, but neither of them is able to explain a
decision process completely. In the rational model, individuals are always required
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to choose the optimal action and maximize the benefits, however in the irrational
model, there is an assumption that people will always be influenced by the internal
forces and act irrationally because of their specific personalities. These two models
can only work if the situation and the goal are of medium importance. In an
unimportant task, maximizing a utility might not be important. There are many
people that play games just for fun and not necessarily to maximize the outcome.
If the situation is critical and the decision is highly important, then the models
that only use probabilities would no longer be appropriate. Non-rational models
are defined for these situations, which focus on people’s experiences and availability
of information, instead of using probabilities or personal behaviors. Non-rational
decisions are made in many real-life situations. Actions made in situations with
a great amount of uncertainty can be better defined by non-rational actions, than
rational or irrational actions. This would also be the case for the situations where
the decision is highly important. Non-rational decisions are affected by several
external factors such as environment [6, 92, 94]. These models are used when
having knowledge about the individuals’ personalities is not enough to judge the
rationality of the final decision. An example of such decisions would be political
decision-making [6]. Furthermore, we are living in a dynamic world, and our goals
may change by getting new information during the process of decision-making. As
a result, as Simon [94] states, the process that leads to choosing one’s final goals
is independent from rationality and the process is considered to be non-rational.
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2.1.2

Uncertainty and Lack of Information

Many real-life decisions need to be made under uncertainty. In these situations, a
rational decision (as defined in Economics) can be made by finding the probability
distribution of the unknown factors and calculating the best decision by maximizing the expected utility, given the probability distribution [91]. However, in reality,
people neither have the time, nor the computational power to figure out the best
decision in every situation. Even if gathering all the required information is possible in such situations, it may be irrational to do so as it will take time and effort.
Theories of Bounded Rationality [93] are developed to find the rational choices by
considering these limitations. These theories suggest that many assumptions of
the Economics’ rationality are not practical in real-world, because:
1. People cannot always find the probability distributions and they mostly need
to guess such distributions.
2. Having all the possible choices is not realistic in real world and people do
not have such information.
3. Individuals do not always try to maximize a utility; they mostly try to achieve
a satisfactory outcome.
As a result, people do not always look for all the information when making
decisions. Recognition-primed decision model [58] is an example of modeling how
people make decisions under uncertainty and within a limited time. Klein [58]
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argues that people do not necessarily consider alternative choices or gather all the
information that is missing (even if they do so, it is done unconsciously), and many
decisions are made based on experience.

2.1.3

Heuristics, Cognitive Biases, and Personal Traits

Despite all of the limitations that people have when making decisions, they employ
different approaches to make decisions in very complex situations and under uncertainty. To make such decisions, people seem to use heuristics to reduce the complexity of problems, using which could be misleading. People especially use heuristics when dealing with probabilities [33]. Furthermore, individuals have different
biases and characteristics that influence how they make decisions [107]. These
biases could lead to making non-rational and irrational decisions. The heuristics,
biases, and personal traits affect people’s attention to the available information
and influence their decisions. In this section, I will review some of the heuristics
that people use, and some of the cognitive biases and personality traits that affect
their decision-making. These biases are taken into account when analyzing the results of this experiment. The possibility of a confound resulted from the existence
of these biases is discussed. These biases are as below:
Representativeness: In many situations, people tend to reduce the complexity of a problem by finding a group of situations, which they think that their
current situation is representative of. Using this heuristic, people stop paying at-
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tention to some important factors such as the prior probabilities and the sample
size, and judge the situation based on representativeness. An example is the gambler’s fallacy problem, where people use their observations to view chances, rather
than judging by probabilities [54, 107].
Availability: Availability is another heuristic that people use to reduce the
complexity of problems. They use the instances of an event that they recall, and
judge frequencies and probabilities based on those instances. As an example, if
people remember more instances of one group compared to another one, they
estimate that the former group is larger than the latter. Furthermore, the events
with bigger instances in mind become more frequent to them [54, 107].
Anchoring: Anchoring happens when the starting point affects the final judgment. As an example, Tversky and Kahneman [107] showed that given only five
seconds, people estimate the result of 8! to be much larger than when it is shown
to them as 1 ∗ 2 ∗ 3 ∗ 4 ∗ 5 ∗ 6 ∗ 7 ∗ 8.
Confirmation bias: Confirmation bias is a bias mostly related to reasoning
and supporting an idea. This bias causes people seek the information that supports
their hypothesis, belief, or decision, while paying less attention to the opposing
information. This happens unintentionally and people are not aware of it, but it
leads to being biased toward an evidence. People have the desire to hear what they
want, and believing the facts that they want them to be true is much easier for
them compared to the ones that they do not. This desire could be one of the factors
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that generate Confirmation bias. Furthermore, people are more willing to gather
information about what they are interested in, and what supports their hypotheses.
That is because people have limitations in considering different aspects of both
being right and wrong at the same time, and in thinking about the two aspects
simultaneously. As a result, supporting one aspect and gathering information
about that aspect is easier [72]. This bias could also affect timing of decisions. For
example, people have different tendencies for undergoing cancer screening. There
are also many medical conditions, for which people are given options that they
need to choose from. In these situations, people usually seek to find evidence to
support what they prefer to do and avoid paying much attention to the opposing
information, or even a medical doctor’s advice.
Hindsight bias: Hindsight bias changes people’s assessment of the likelihood
of events after they know their outcome. That is to say, after knowing an outcome,
their assessment of the likelihood of that outcome increases considerably. This bias
highly affects people’s perception of their decisions, leads to overestimating one’s
abilities of decision-making, and influences their future decisions [22].
Overconfidence bias: Overconfidence bias is a bias that affects people’s confidence about their decisions. This confidence could lead to actions without careful
evaluation. People who have the overconfidence bias tend to act before they gather
enough information. This shortens the duration of the decision-making, but influences the proper evaluation. As gathering data and evaluating a choice based on
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the information is an essential part of decision-making, this bias could lead to irrational decisions. In addition, this bias could be also responsible for the Hindsight
bias [22].
Omission bias: Omission bias is a tendency for not acting, over making an
action. This is the result of thinking that one will be accused more for making a
wrong action, compared to not acting at all. As a result people become reluctant
to act in many situations, even if acting is a better decision [22]. This bias could
highly affect timing decisions about when to act, as it causes people to postpone
their actions.
Commission bias: Commission bias, which acts opposite of Omission bias,
is a tendency to act instead of inaction, even if the action is not rational or appropriate. Factors such as overconfidence or outside pressures usually lead to
Commission bias. This bias is less frequent than the Omission bias and causes
fewer errors compared to the Omission bias [22]. Similar to the Omission bias,
it could highly affect timing decisions and lead to inappropriate or early actions,
which might be costly in many cases, such as security or healthcare.
Multiple alternatives bias: Multiple alternatives bias indicates that in situations where multiple alternatives exist for an action, people are more likely
to make irrational decisions. This happens because the uncertainty increases and
hence making a decision becomes harder and much more complicated. In addition,
the time needed for making the decision is increased. Therefore, decision-making
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becomes much harder and as people tend to make the process faster and easier,
they might end up with making irrational choices [22].
Search satisficing bias: The word satisficing, which is introduced by Herbert
Simon, indicates a path that causes satisfaction only at a specific degree. Search
satisficing bias is a tendency to stop searching for new information and evidence
when someone has found some information that is related and good enough. This
information, however, only provides the person with a part of the information that
is required for decision-making, and affects the rationality of the decisions [22, 95].
To my knowledge, unlike discrete decision making, timing decisions and biases
affecting decisions on “when” to act have received relatively limited attention in the
literature. It is reasonable to expect that the dynamic nature of timing decisions
creates additional biases that do not exist when the strategy space is discrete.
Another challenge is that time is experienced differently by different people and
under different situations. People do not perceive time objectively, which can lead
to over-estimating time intervals, especially in impulsive individuals [112]. This
can result in impatience, which makes timing decisions more challenging for some
people. Time perception can be influenced by several factors. In the next section,
time perception is reviewed in more details.
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2.2

Time Perception

Time is an essential dimension of life and people deal with measuring time intervals
and remembering time intervals daily. However, many factors affect how they
measure time and how they perceive time intervals. This section provides a review
of some of the factors that affect people’s judgment of time intervals, as well as a
review of different methods used to measure time perception.

2.2.1

Factors Affecting Time Perception

Time perception can be influenced by several factors. Delays can be perceived
longer as a result of altered time perception, which can result in negative emotional and behavioral consequences, worsen performance, productivity, and even
work satisfaction [101], and lead to errors [32]. In this dissertation, impatience
is moderated by manipulating the factors affecting time perception. This section
provides a review of some of these factors.

Activity: People do not always experience a time interval similarly and the
task that they are doing influences their time perception [11, 79]. A high level of
behavioral activity results in a rapid time passing, whereas a low level of behavioral
activity, such as waiting [8], results in a slower passing of time.
Attention: Attention is an important factor, which affects the accuracy of
time estimation. As a result, what influences attention could also influence time
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perception. As an example, many people use caffeine daily in order to enhance
their attention and enhance their performance. Many researchers have investigated the effects of caffeine on time estimation. Botella et al. [11] reported that
men overestimate time intervals, however women who consume a high dose of
caffeine underestimate passing of time. Stine et al. [99] showed that people who
consume a moderate daily dose of caffeine perform best in time perception, and
perform better in recognizing the time intervals compared to those who use high
amounts of caffeine or who have no caffeine consumption. However, there was
no significant difference between how people with different caffeine consumption
levels, feel about passing of time. These findings suggest that although time estimation and measurement is affected by the daily caffeine dose and is influenced
by people’s attention, the accuracy of time perception does not affect how people
perceive the speed of time passing [99].
Amount of information processing: Another parameter that affects people’s estimation of time is the amount of information that they are processing at
that moment. This effect is due to the use of attentional resources allocated to information processing, as these resources are subtracted from the ones that are used
for paying attention to measuring time. In other words, information processing requires attentional resources. Thus processing significant amounts of information
(similar to when doing a high level of activity) leaves fewer resources for time
estimation, and if people are provided with a large amount of information, they
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will pay less attention to the passing of time. As a result, people underestimate
temporal intervals when the amount of information processing is high, whereas
time intervals are overestimated while doing little information processing [5, 60].
Memory storage-size: Storage-size hypothesis indicates that the amount and
complexity of information stored for a time period affect perceived duration of an
interval. When people judge durations, they refer to the amount of information
stored there. As a result, long-term memory is important in estimation of time
intervals [60, 77].
Event organization and change: A variety of studies have shown that the
order of events within an interval and their sequence and pattern affect time estimation. Switching the attention between different types of information when
different events have happened within an interval, and the ability of remembering the sequence of events play important roles in estimating the time interval
[60]. Ahn, Liu, and Soman [1] proposed a model of memory markers. Based on
this model, our mind encodes memory markers belonging to specific time periods
and stores them in memory. These memory markers can be in any sensory or cognitive form, such as visual, auditory, or tactile. A span of time with more memory
markers will be perceived to pass faster than a span with less memory markers.
However, the span with more memory markers will later be recalled to be longer,
as we refer to those markers when estimating a duration in the past.
Life span: Many studies show that age and life span affects time measurement
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and estimation. McAuley et al. [67] argued existence of a preferred rate, which is the
range of periods that individuals use to measure when tracking an event. Based on
the preferred period hypothesis, people have different preferred rates for tracking
events, which becomes slower as people get older. In addition, entrainment region
hypothesis proposes that the range of rates that people could track increases in
middle-adulthood, and gets narrower in older adults [67].

2.2.2

Methods of Measuring Time Perception

As discussed before, individuals perceive time differently and depending on the
task they are doing, the speed of passing time differs for them. However, people
are good at keeping the track of time intervals despite their different perceptions.
It is suggested that in general time intervals are measured by people through
two processes. First, by a timekeeper system, which is responsible for decisions
about the appropriate response time. Then, an implementation system, which is
responsible for the second process, executes the commands. Several approaches
are used to study how accurate people are in understanding and measuring time
intervals. Allan [2] categorized the methods within two different groups of tasks:
duration scaling and duration discrimination tasks. The description of these tasks
and examples of methods categorized in each group are discussed in this section.
The experiments done using these methods have shown that people perform well
in recognizing time intervals [102].
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Duration scaling In the methods categorized as duration scaling, subjects are
provided with a time interval and are required to produce or estimate similar
intervals. Some examples of this approach are:

1. Verbal estimation: Subjects are asked to estimate the time unit of an
interval.
2. Magnitude estimation tasks: Subjects are presented with different intervals and are asked to map them to a number, or draw a line indicating the
length of the intervals.
3. Ratio-setting tasks: Subjects are presented with a time interval and are
asked to generate a proportion of that interval [2].
4. Category-rating: Subjects are provided with different time intervals, then
they are asked to use them as different categories and categorize new intervals
based on those intervals.

Duration discrimination: In the methods categorized as duration discrimination, participants are required to tell apart different intervals [3]. An example of
this method is Comparison, where subjects are given intervals sequentially and
they need to figure out whether they have the same length or are different.
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2.3

Impatience vs. Temporal Discounting

This dissertation investigates the effect of impatience on decisions on when to act,
or in other words, timing decisions. The effect of impatience on decision-making
has mostly been studied in the context of temporal discounting, specifically in
situations where people have to choose between receiving an amount of money
immediately or receiving a larger amount later (which can be months or years
later). Due to temporal discounting, or what is argued to be impatience, people
are willing to receive a smaller reward sooner, rather than waiting for a larger
reward. Green and Myerson [38] have shown a hyperbolic function (which was
proposed earlier by Mazur [66]), v = V /(1 + kD) as a model of the time discount
function in both humans and non-humans. In this function, v is the discounted
value of the reward, V is the real value, k is a constant, showing the degree of
discounting, and D is duration of the delay. Green, Fry, and Myerson [37] also
showed that the degree of discounting decreases with age.
In the following paragraphs I argue that the effect of impatience on decisionmaking and on timing of actions, which is the focus of this paper, is different from
temporal discounting. From one theoretical perspective, impatience is a factor
affecting temporal discounting, among many other variables. With this, I follow
Ebert and Prelec [28], who present evidence that temporal discounting is “constructed” from different, separate parameters, and that impatience is only one of
these many parameters (also see [31, 108]). They show that people are not suffi-
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ciently sensitive to future time and propose time-sensitivity as another parameter
of temporal discounting, which is independent from impatience.
An assumption in temporal discounting is that one’s intertemporal preferences
are consistent [85]. In other words, regardless of when one is asked about one’s
intertemporal trade-offs, the answer is assumed to remain the same. Rabin [85],
however, argues that this assumption is wrong. As an example, Kirby and Herrnstein [56] found that when people were asked to choose between the smaller,
earlier reward, and the larger, later reward, their preference was reversed when a
delay was added to both (impatience, by contrast, always causes people to prefer the earlier option). That is to say, one’s preferences at the moment, over the
future rewards are different from one’s future preferences over the same reward,
and people do not have unified preferences that are stable over time [85] (also see
temporal stability in person theory [82]). Intertemporal behavior can also be drastically influenced by people’s understanding of how their preferences change [31]
(see projection bias [61]).
While intertemporal preferences are not stable, neither is temporal discounting
as an effect. Discounting is additionally affected by factors such as one’s immediate
need for money, or, as Manzini and Mariotti [64] argue, the difficulty to compare
the two choices, because it is generally hard to accurately perceive events that are
distant in time (see ”vague time preference” [64]). Furthermore, people may have
incorrect beliefs of the experience, or have difficulty to choose between conflicting
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beliefs, which can lead to inaccurate predictions of the future [55]. They show that
this inaccuracy is robust, or in other words, individuals predictions will not change
after they have actually experienced the situation [73]. Frederick, Loewenstein,
and O’donoghue [31] also point out other confounds such as uncertainty about the
delivery of outcome in future.
Finally, the majority of research on temporal discounting uses surveys or questionnaires, and focuses on discrete decisions, rather than continuous decisions,
where people actively act and decide on timing of their actions. Manzini and Mariotti [65] indeed question whether standard experimental choice tasks can back up
theory. I know that people act differently when they make predictions, compared
to when they actually experience an event [50]. Therefore, I argue that temporal
discounting does not necessarily reflect the effects of impatience, and as Boehm
et al. [10] argue, despite the need, there is little empirical data on the effect of
impatience on decision-making at this time.

2.4

Gender Differences

Gender differences are expected in timing decisions. Risk-taking behavior of men
and women has been investigated especially in the context of financial decision
making. Powell and Ansic [84] proposed that women are generally less risk-seeking
compared to men, regardless of the costs, ambiguity of the situation, task familiarity, and framing. They also showed that men and women use different strategies in
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financial decisions, even if this difference did not reliably affect the final outcome.
The relative risk propensity of men and women is strongly affected by framing.
For the general case, the classical result is that risk-taking increases in the face
of gains compared to potential losses [24]. This is true more so for men than for
women in surveys and in abstract gambles [90]: here, women are comparatively
more risk-taking towards losses. An explanation for the differences, if they exist,
may be that women are more sensitive to punishment [23]. However, Schubert et
al. [90] specifically showed that in financial decisions, the relative risk propensity of
men and women is strongly affected by the decision frame. For practical contexts,
however, men and women were not reliably different in terms of their propensity to
take risks with gains vs. losses. Thus, gender differences are not uncontroversial in
discrete decision-making, and warrant careful analysis in other types of decisions,
too.
Gender differences do affect how individuals value future rewards in relation
to the time gap between the discrete decision made now and the reward obtained
later. Dittrich and Leipold [27] asked participants to choose between two options:
receiving $100 in one month, or receiving $100 + N (N > 0) in 13 months. Women
accept delayed gratification considerably more than men. Based on these results,
they concluded that women tend to be more patient compared to men [27].
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2.5

Experimental Games of Timing

Experimental games allow us to observe behavior in situations that are comparable
to real-life experiences. Games can be used to study strategy, decision-making, and
biases or deviations from rational actions (e.g., [48] ).
Different games have been used to study decisions on timing, which involve
decisions on “when” to act. These games are dynamic and continuous. In these
games, players need to decide the best time to act. This section provides a review
of some of these games.
Brunnermeier and Morgan [14] introduced clock games. In clock games, each
participant has a clock that starts randomly. Clocks are de-synchronized. In this
game, players need to decide when to leave the game. This decision depends on
predicting the timing of other players’ actions and clock times. The game ends
when a certain number of participants leave. If players leave at time t, before the
game ends, they receive a payoff of egt (g is the rate at which the payoff increases).
This shows that the more they wait before the game ends, the more payoff they
get. However, if they wait too long and the game ends, they only receive a basic
payoff of egt0 . This timing game is used to study equilibrium and Brunnermeier
and Morgan [14] show that the accuracy of prediction depends on the number of
players and observability of moves.
Another timing game, which is used by Teraoka [103], is a dueling game where
the accuracy of hitting the opponent increases with time; as does the possibil-
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ity that the opponent fires. In this game, uncertainty on the termination of
the game influences the equilibrium strategies. The Balloon Analogue Risk Task
(BART) [59], which is a game mostly used to measure risk-propensity [59], can
be also categorized as a timing game. In BART, the decision is on when to stop
pumping up a balloon. The more participants wait before stopping pumping up
the balloon, the more they earn. However, the chance that the balloon breaks increases, and if the balloon breaks, they do not receive any points/payments. Break
point of the balloon is unknown and different for each balloon. This game is very
similar to the dueling game in nature.
In addition, Klaassen, Kryazhimskii, and Tarasyev [57] use a multi-player game
of timing to study how to find the optimal investment policy. The timing game that
was used was a multi player game with different roles of managers and investors
of a pipeline project. Players decided on timing of the actions during the period
of the game to maximize their benefits and find the optimal investment policy.
FlipIt game of “stealth takeover” proposed by Dijk et al. [26] is another example
of timing games and provides a platform to study decisions on timing. In FlipIt
players need to estimate and follow multiple opponent moves as closely as possible
to maximize their outcome. Participants play against an opponent and their goal
is to maximize ownership of the game board. At different points of time, the
opponent flips the board and owns it, but the participants only find out about
opponent’s action when they flip the board. Each attempt for flipping has costs
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and also each second of not owning the board has costs as well. Bowers et al. [12]
show that flipit introduces a security model of defense scenario for many real-world
situations.
Reitter, Grossklags, and Nochenson [88] used FlipIt as a dynamic environment
to study how risk propensity affects decision-making under uncertainty in a timeinterval estimation task. They show that risk-seeking individuals fail to start well,
but can be trained. Grossklags and Reitter [41] use FlipIt with different types of
feedback and show that when visual feedback is given, participants with average
risk propensity benefit from a high need for cognition. However, without a visual
feedback, task familiarity becomes important.
I designed and used a game inspired by FlipIt, which is called The Cookie
Monster game. In the Cookie Monster game, the opponent only plays once. This
game is explained in details in the next chapter.

2.6

Moral Decision-making

Moral decisions are decisions for which both emotional and cognitive processes
are crucial. Reasoning, emotions, and society are involved in such decisions and
in most of the cases reasoning contrasts one’s emotions or sociality. Different
examples of these decisions involve different levels of emotions and involvement.
Examples of such decisions are the trolley dilemma [104, 105], where one should
decide whether to push a button that saves five people but kills one, and the foot-
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bridge dilemma [106], where the result is similar to the trolley dilemma, however
in this case the person should actually push that one person to death, instead of
just pushing a button.
Research on moral decision making has mostly focused on the development of
theories that emphasize on the role of reasoning and higher cognition in moral
decisions. However, recently the role of intuition and emotional processes in human decision making has become very important [40]. Several studies have used a
variety of methods (e.g., fMRI) to study brain activation when making moral decisions, and to study the effect of emotion, and the strength of this effect in different
scenarios. Reaction times and brain activity have been studied and the results
have shown more activity in areas associated with emotion in moral-personal decisions, which shows that emotions highly affect moral decisions, and the effect
changes based on the level of involvement [39]. In addition, common brain areas
are activated even for very simple and non dilemmatic decisions [46].
To my knowledge, literature on moral decisions mostly addresses time to study
the effects of time-pressure and available time on people’s moral decisions. It
is known that time pressure leads to less control over emotions and less higher
cognitive processes [100]. However, time as the main parameter of decision has seen
limited attention, which will be the main focus of Chapter 10 in this dissertation.
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2.7

Amazon Mechanical Turk as a Platform

Amazon Mechanical Turk is a reliable and inexpensive on-line platform to gather
data [15]. Employers (who are called Requesters on Mechanical Turk, create tasks
to be completed, and participants, who are called workers, perform tasks/complete
experiments and receive the associated rewards [29]. A task of experiment on
Amazon Mechanical Turk is called a Human Intelligence Task or a HIT. Requesters
can limit the visibility of HITs and limit it based on different criteria, such as
country of residence. Mechanical turk rewards can be as low as $0.01 and they
are usually less than $1 [78], and median wage of workers on Amazon Mechanical
Turk is reported to be $1.38/hour in 2010 [49]. Workers choose tasks from a list
of all available tasks that they are qualified for, and for each task, they can see
information such as a brief description of the task and its reward, before accepting
the task.
Due to the large number of available workers, tasks on Mechanical Turk can
be completed very fast. Anonymity is another advantage of Mechanical Turk, as
both workers and requesters are anonymous on Mechanical Turk and are given a
unique ID [78]. This helps mitigate the possibility of the experimenter bias [76, 78].
Furthermore, Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling [15] reported that Mechanical Turk
participants are more demographically diverse than standard Internet samples,
and significantly more diverse than the typical American college samples [15]. In
addition, the data obtained from the Mechanical Turk experiments are reported to
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be at least as reliable as the data obtained via traditional methods [15]. A succinct
comparison between recruiting subjects on Mechanical Turk and other recruiting
methods is shown in Table 2.1.
As a result of all these advantages, all the experiments discussed in this dissertation are run on Amazon Mechanical Turk.
Table 2.1: A comparison between different recruiting methods. Adapted from
“Running experiments on Amazon Mechanical Turk” by Paolocci, Chandler, and
Ipeirotis, 2010 [78]. Used with permission.

Chapter

3

Game Design
The games designed and used in this dissertation are inspired by a timing game
called the FlipIt game of “stealth takeover” [26]. In FlipIt, players need to estimate
and follow multiple moves of the opponent as closely as possible to maximize their
outcome.
In both games that are introduced in this chapter, timing decisions are operationalized as decisions on when to search for an unknown event that happens
within a specific period of time. Players play against an automatic opponent. The
opponent triggers a covert event exactly once during a round of d seconds. The
opponent’s move time is drawn from a uniform distribution.
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3.1

Game 1 - Cookie Monster

The game introduced in this section is intended to be a model of frequent realworld decisions. Consider the case of cancer screening, where stake-holders choose
how often to check for signs of disease. If checked before the signs can be found,
the screening will not pay off. If checked immediately after the signs can be
detected, the outcome is optimal, but beyond that time point, the benefits decrease.
Examples of short-term decision-making can be found, e.g., in dividing attention
while driving. In this game, like in the real life situations, the player’s delay
of the action leads to an increasing probability that it is met with a positive
outcome (e.g., avoiding accidents when changing lanes, and avoiding emotional
and monetary costs of unnecessary attempts of cancer screening). However, if the
action is delayed for too long, then the probability of a positive outcome decreases
again (e.g., missing an intersection while driving, and the cost of cancer spreading).
In this game, human players play against an opponent that acts randomly
at one point during each round. The players need to find a strategy to check
on the opponent and catch his actions as fast as possible. A player is given d
seconds, during which a progress bar advances on the screen. The player can
make an attempt to check the opponent’s status, at each point in the game. If
the opponent has not played, the game continues. Otherwise, the game ends (the
opponent plays exactly once). Attempts to check on the opponent and latency
in catching his action are both costly. Each check costs 100 points. Each second
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that the player fails to catch the opponent’s move also costs 100 points.

1

Players

begin with a initial maximum points, which is decided based on the duration of the
round: d ∗ 100. This game is designed in a way that the player has an incentive to
neither check too early, nor too late. Unlike other timing games (e.g., FlipIt Dijk
et al. [26] and Clock Games Brunnermeier and Morgan [14]), where players start
with 0 points and gain points during the game, in this game players start with a
maximum number of points, and lose it. Based on Prospect Theory [24], people are
more risk taking towards sure losses, and more risk averse towards sure gains. This
motivated the way rewards/losses are designed in this game, to encourage the risktaking behavior, as I wanted to contrast and compare risk-propensity with other
biases.

3.1.1

Cover Story

To explain the game for participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk, they are asked
to play the Cookie Monster Game, which adds a cover story to the game introduced above. The opponent is Cookie Monster, a familiar figure from children’s
TV. The game starts with the player in the kitchen, cooking. Meanwhile, Cookie
Monster, the house guest, is waiting for him/her in the living room. In the living
room, players have a number of cookies that they want to protect from the Cookie
1

The ratio of 100 cookies per second is chosen to provide the experimenter with more precise
time measurement (1/100 seconds). Further, losing 100 cookies for each check or each second of
latency may be perceived as a larger loss compared to losing 1.
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Monster. They know that the Cookie Monster will definitely start eating the cookies at some point (called “opponent move”) and with a constant pace. However,
they do not know when. Players need to come up with a strategy to check on
Cookie Monster. Anytime they check on him, they need to give him some cookies
to cover up for not trusting him, and the game continues with the players going
back to the kitchen.
The cover story of this game is as follows:

“One of your friends is a little special: it’s cookie monster!
The problem is that you have just bought some yummy cookies and you cannot
hide them from him. Unfortunately you need to go to the kitchen and cook
dinner, so you have to leave your friend alone with all the cookies until the
dinner is ready.
Your job is to figure out when and how often to check on him. Cookie monster
will definitely start eating before you’re done cooking dinner. The question
is: when?
Whenever you check on him, it’ll cost you 100 cookies (because he’s upset
with you, for not trusting him and you have to calm him down!).
When you catch him after he’s started eating, great. Everything happens
really fast, so you’re going to be in your kitchen for only a few seconds. In
this game, you get the bonus according to the number of cookies that are left
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in the end. So, don’t catch Cookie Monster too late, because once he starts
eating, he’ll eat the cookies with a constant pace (100 cookies per second).”

When the players catch the Cookie Monster while eating the cookies, the game
ends. The number of the remaining cookies will be the points players earn in the
game. The subjects are paid according to their performance in the game, which
corresponds to the overall points they earn in all the rounds.

3.1.2

Payoff and Incentives

Participants who play this game start out with d ∗ 100 (d is the duration of the
game in seconds) points (cookies). At any time, they can spend 100 points to
check whether the opponent has played. The game ends after a successful check,
otherwise it continues. Each second of latency in catching the opponent costs 100
points. So, if the opponent plays at 10.0s, and the participant checks three times at
seconds 4.0s, 6.5s, and 15.0s the payoff is 3000−100−100−(15.0−10.0)∗100−100 =
2200 points ([15.0 − 10.0] ∗ 100 is the cookies eaten by the Cookie Monster). This
creates an incentive to neither check too early, nor wait too long. Remaining points
are translated into a bonus money paid to the participants.

3.1.3

Rational Model

A rational model is defined for this game, which produces a rational strategy of
playing the game. This strategy always maximizes the expected utility under the
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known facts of the game, which are: (1) the remaining time since the last check,
and (2) the fact that the cookie monster has not started eating the cookies up to
the last check.
Classical rational choice theories in economics make the assumption that people’s actions are rational if and only if they maximize the expected utility [91, 96,
114]. For this game, a rational model is defined that assumes the optimal decision,
regardless of the cognitive-computational limitations of the person. The model
derives the time of the next check that would maximize the expected outcome.
It assumes that the opponent has not played yet, or in other words, the Cookie
Monster has not started eating the cookies yet. It knows the round time remaining
since the last unsuccessful check.
Assuming a pay rate of 1 per time unit, the definition of the expected utility
of a check at time t given a previous, unsuccessful check at time tprev , for a game
of maximum duration d is:
U (t, tprev ) = −M oveCost
t
X
1
(k−tprev + d−t)
+
d−tprev
k=tprev
d−t
max U (m, t)]
+ max[0, d−t
prev
t<m<d

This function iterates over all possible opponent move times k up to the proposed check time t, whose probability is 1/d − tprev , which is the inverse of the
remaining time since the last check. Similarly, m iterates over all possible future
opponent move times. The payoff for these consists of the initial period until
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Table 3.1: Rational Strategies
Duration (l)

Check Times

Rational Timing Visualization

EU

5 seconds

2.5

274

10 seconds

4.0, 7.0

670

15 seconds

5.0, 9.0, 12.0

1096

30 seconds

8.0, 14.0, 18.0, 22.0, 26.0

2432

the opponent move, and the time period after our check. For the case that the
opponent does not play before t, rational future checks are assumed.
The rational strategies for games of different durations (or for the different
remaining lengths of a game) are shown in Table 3.1, along with their expected
utilities.
This rational player would seek to optimize the expected utility. In addition,
unlike in standard decision-making tasks designed to contrast risk-averse or riskseeking behavior, there is only one optimal choice, and any risk-seeking or riskaverse behavior will reduce the player’s payoff.

3.1.4

Comparison to Existing Timing Games

The Cookie Monster game is proposed and chosen over other possible alternatives,
such as the Balloon Analysis Risk Task [59], as it better reflects the aforementioned
real-life situations, and provides more flexibility in terms of manipulations (e.g.,
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Table 3.2: Comparison between Cookie Monster Game and some other timing
games. The payoff distribution of the FlipIt game is shown only for a part of the
game. In all, except for the Cookie Monster game, participants start with zero
points.

Payoff Distribution

No. players

No. moves

two

Opponent: 1
Player: Multi

two

Opponent: multi
Player: Multi

Clock
Games

multi

Opponents: multi
Player: 1

Dueling

two

Opponents: 1
Player: 1

BART

one

one

Cookie
Monster

payoﬀ

FlipIt

payoﬀ

0
Opponent

each round of the game requires more than one decision on timing of actions, setting
game length is more flexible, etc.). The game is carefully designed to eliminate or
detect other effects and confounds.
Table 3.2 provides a comparison between the Cookie Monster game and the
other games of timing, which were discussed in Chapter 2. One major difference
between Cookie Monster and the other games is that in Cookie Monster, players
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start with having the maximum points and lose them over time, which increases
risk-taking behavior based on Prospect Theory [24] (as discussed before). Whereas,
in all other games players gain points during the game as opposed to losing what
they already have.

3.2

Game 2 - Impatient Cookie Monster

The second game used in this dissertation is a very simple and straightforward
game. The rational way of playing this game is clear, and it is expected that a
player would act rationally in this game. In this game, players are asked to play
either as early as possible or as late as possible, depending on the condition assigned
to them. The game-round does not end after the player’s action, to eliminate
the probable incentive of playing sooner to finish the round faster. Therefore,
regardless of when they act, players are required to wait for the whole duration of
the round to be directed to the next round in both conditions.

3.2.1

Cover Story

This game also has a “Cookie Monster” cover story, where the human player is the
Cookie Monster, and there is an opponent, who is a neighbor. The cover stories
of the both conditions of the game are as follows:
“Imagine you are Cookie Monster! You really love cookies. Your friendly
neighbor knows that well, so she has promised to bring you some cookies.
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The problem is that she hasn’t told you when she will bring the cookies. When
she comes, you better be home to answer the door. Otherwise, show up during
the promised period. If you are home, you’ll get them, if not, you won’t.
The game starts with you away from home. Remember, you only have ONE
chance to get home in time for your neighbor. If you don’t go home at all,
you won’t get anything, and your other neighbor, Mr. Wolf, is going to get
them.
At the beginning of the game, the screen will show you the amount of cookies
that your neighbor has promised to give you, however, they aren’t yours yet.
You need to be home at the right time. You will see a sliding bar that shows
you how much time you have left in this round. If you go home after your
neighbor brings the cookies, you have lost your chance to get them.”

3.2.2

Rational Model

Any time difference between the opponent’s action and the player’s action comes
at no cost in this game. Thus the rational way of playing the game is very straightforward: play at the very beginning in the Early condition, and at the very end in
the Late condition. To eliminate the probable incentive of playing sooner to finish the round faster, in both conditions, the game-round does not end after
the players’ actions and regardless of when they check, they should wait for the
round duration to be directed to the next round.
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3.2.3

Payoff and Incentives

In this game, like Game 1, players start with d ∗ 100 points/cookies (d is the
duration of the game in seconds). If they act before the opponent in the early
condition, and after the opponent in the late condition, they will receive all the
points, which will be translated to a monetary bonus. Otherwise, they will receive
none.

Chapter

4

Experiment 1 - Risk Propensity and
Acting Early in Timing Decisions
This chapter investigates biases/traits that affect participants’ timing decisions.
Risk propensity, as a personality trait, is investigated, and I report another trait
affecting participants’ decisions: a tendency to act early, which is hypothesized to
be impatience. I then contrast the effects of risk-propensity and the effect that is
hypothesized to be impatience. Participants were asked to play the aforementioned
Game 1 (see Chapter 3), and act against the Cookie Monster. Participants make
their checks in real-time during the game.
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4.1
4.1.1

Method
Procedure

At the beginning of each experiment, participants completed a survey with four
sections: (1) four demographic questions, (2) three basic integrity questions to
make sure that they are answering the questions carefully, (3) seven risk propensity assessing questions [68], and 4) five need for cognition (NFC) assessing questions [113]. The risk propensity questionnaire includes Likert-scale questions such
as “I really dislike not knowing what is going to happen”, or “I do not take risks
with my health”, and the questions assessing NFC include Likert-scale questions
such as “I would rather do something that requires little thought than something
that is sure to challenge my thinking abilities”.

1

NFC measure is used as it mea-

sures how deeply people enjoy thinking, which is shown to affect people’s strategies
in games [41].
Participants were randomly assigned a game length (i.e., 5s, 10s, or 15s). They
were provided with detailed instructions and examples. Visual feedback of the
game that was given to participants is shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.
After completing the survey and reading the instructions, participants played
against the aforementioned opponent: the Cookie Monster. Participants played
one unpaid practice round, which was excluded from the results, followed by 24
1

Alternative measures and approaches can be used to assess one’s risk propensity and need
for cognition.
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Figure 4.1: Feedback shown when the game is current and it is at point B on the
bar. The latest the player has checked on the opponent is at point A, and as a
result, no information about the situation after point A is revealed.

Figure 4.2: Feedback shown at the end of the game. At point A the opponent
has played. However, attempt for searching (checking on the opponent) is made
at point B.

paid rounds. Participants made their checks in real-time during the game. A
moving bar showed the progress of the game round, which provided an estimate of
the time passed since each round has started. At each moment, participants were
able to check the situation. Any time they checked, they saw what had happened
before that point (as shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2). As soon as they caught the
Cookie Monster, the game ended.

4.1.2

Participants

73 participants recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk (33 female and 40
male, age mean 32 years, range: 19-64yr) 2 , each played 25 rounds of the game.
Participation was limited to the U.S. residents who had a prior MTurk approval
rate of 90% or higher. Number of participants was determined based on the power
2

See Appendix F for more details about the demographics of the participants.
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estimated from web-based experiments with MTurk experiments. Participants
played one unpaid practice round, which was excluded from the results, followed
by 24 paid rounds and were incentivized with a show-up fee of $0.25, and a performance bonus of $.004 for each 100 points they earned (Minimum 0.00 per round.
Each second was equal to 100 points).

4.2

Results

The expected utilities of participants’ moves were calculated given the sequence of
their moves. The outcome distribution for 5, 10, and 15-second games is shown in
Figure 4.3.
Risk propensity was reliably associated with less rational play (lower expected
utility) in 15s long games (β = −7.3, t = −3.63), while it did not affect people’s
outcome in shorter games of lengths 5s (β = 0.79, t = .37) and 10s (β = −3.0, t =
−1.39). In addition, participants made their first move significantly earlier than
the rational model in all conditions (5s : β = 0.7s, t = −3.21, CI = ±0.43; 10s :
β = −1.0s, t = −4, CI = ±0.42; 15s : β = 1.61s, t = −7.78, CI = 0.40).
Four linear regression models are fit. Each predicts the timing of checks.
Model A applies risk propensity in relation to the calculated hazard rate (hazard rate changes based on the remaining time, as the probability of opponent’s
move changes after each check). Model B applies impatience, i.e., playing earlier by a constant amount of time. Model C plays a fixed strategy as given in
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Figure 4.3: Expected utility of sequence of moves played by participants with
different risk propensities. 95% confidence intervals (dotted lines), obtained by
bootstrapping.

Table 3.1, regardless of individual personality traits. I consider this model as a
baseline model. Model D combines models A and B, taking both impatience and
risk-propensity into account. Table 4.1 shows the modeling results.
Models A and B each estimate a subject-specific variable that influences the
prediction by playing earlier. Model B implements a heuristic. It adjusts timing
linearly and the adjustment is the same for all moves in all rounds played by a
given participant. By contrast, Model A simulates a personality trait that adjusts
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Table 4.1: Model fit criteria (modified Aikake Information Criterion, following
Burnham and Anderson, 2002 [16]). Lower AICc values indicate a preferable
model.
Model
full dataset
D: combined
A: risk-taking
B: impatience
C: baseline
5-second games
A: risk-taking
B: impatience
C: baseline
15-second games
B: impatience
A: risk-taking
C: baseline
Novice
A: risk-taking
B: impatience
C: baseline
Intermediate
A: risk-taking
B: impatience
C: baseline
Expert
B: impatience
A: risk-taking
C: baseline

AICc

∆AICc

Log-Lik

45,970 0
46,229 259
46,688 718
49,341 3371

-22,830
-23,035
-23,268
-24,668

10,274 0
10,390 116
11,288 1,014

-5,108
-5,170
-5,642

20,910 0
20,936 25
22,433 1,523

-10,424
-10,433
-11,214

19,577 0
19,672 96
21,070 1,493

-9,704
-9,755
-10,532

12,634 0
12,660 26
13,572 938

-6,255
-6,273
-6,784

13,440 0
13,454 14
14,547 1,107

-6,663
-6,666
-7,272

a probability threshold. In model A it is assumed that the player plays as soon
as the cumulative probability of the opponent making his move has reached this
threshold. Model A updates its hazard rate estimate: during a round, the cumulative probability increases linearly with time. The hazard rate is 1/trem , with trem
indicating the time remaining since the last unsuccessful check (It is known that
the opponent will play for sure, and it is also known that the opponent has not
played up until the last check). In other words, the player’s check adds informa-
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tion that allows him to increase the hazard rate estimate and set the cumulative
probability to zero at check time. Thus, model A adjusts its situation model as
soon as new information is obtained. Individual risk propensity is applied to the
hazard rate estimate. For comparability, model A estimates the subject-specific
risk propensity rather than using the risk propensity obtained from the survey.
Model D, which uses both risk propensity and impatience, is the best-fitting
model. Comparing shorter and longer games, the relative importance of risk
propensity and impatience reverses. When given more time, participants’ impatience becomes more indicative of behavior. However, given just five seconds, they
consistently apply risk propensity to their decision-making. Considering learning
over time makes the effects more clear for us. In early rounds (rounds 1 − 8, labeled “novice”), the risk-taking model outperforms the impatience model; this is
reversed in late rounds (17 − 24, labeled “expert”), where, (according to AIC) the
impatience model is e14/2 times more likely than the risk-taking one.

4.3

Discussion

Timing decisions are of critical importance in many domains of decision-making.
They are under-studied and pose a new avenue for understanding personality traits
and general biases. Two related examples of these properties were studied in this
chapter, using the timing game proposed in Chapter 3: (1) Risk propensity, which
is an individual variable that can be estimated or obtained via a standard survey
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instrument and in both cases it predicts a willingness to take risks. (2) A tendency
to act early, which I hypothesize to be impatience.
The results indicated that both of these properties make significant contributions to explaining the variance in timing decisions. The effects of risk propensity and the hypothesized impatience, however, changed based on proficiency in
the task and the duration of the task. Risk propensity affected beginners and
in a shorter-duration round, while impatience affected people in longer-duration
rounds. To sum up, I propose a tendency to act early, which I call impatience, as
a trait affecting the rationality of timing decisions. Further, the importance of this
bias is shown to change based on people’s proficiency in the task and the length
of the task. However, this experiment raised two questions: (1) is the hypothesis
about impatience valid?, and (2) is it independent from risk propensity? These
questions are addressed in the next chapter and experiment.

Chapter

5

Experiment 2 - Confirming
Impatience
To justify the effect of impatience and make sure that playing early in the first
experiment was due to impatient behavior and not the participants’ interpretation
of the game, another experiment was run. The goal of this experiment was to look
more deeply and separately into impatience.
Experiment 2 used “Game 2 - Impatient Cookie Monster”, which is described
in Chapter 3, to study impatience more directly. In this task, a similar situation
is described in which participants play against an external, stochastic opponent.
However, they are told to either ensure that they play after the opponent (“late”
condition) or that they play before the opponent (“early”). Participants and opponents play only once. Participants are not required to play as close as possible
to the opponent, which makes the rational solution of the game trivial: play ei-
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ther very late, or very early, to receive the full bonus. An impatient participant
will always tend to play earlier rather than later. Thus, if participants tend to be
impatient they will generally do better in the “early” condition than in the “late”
condition.

5.1

Method

The asymmetric game called “Game 2 - Impatient Cookie Monster” (see Chapter 3)
was used as follows. The human player played against a computer player, who
acted only once, and whose action was random and was drawn from a uniform
distribution. The Cookie Monster cover story was used to simplify the game for
the participants on Amazon Mechanical Turk. The participants played as the
Cookie Monster, and the opponent was a neighbor whose action was defined based
on the game condition. In the early condition, the Cookie Monster should pick up
the cookies before it is stolen by a neighbor (which will definitely happen within
the time period of the round). However, in the late condition, they should pick
up the cookies, after a neighbor has delivered them, which will also happen within
the time period of the round.
Participants were asked to either act before (Early condition) or after (Late
condition) the opponent, based on the game condition assigned to them. They were
informed that the opponent plays randomly at some point within the time period,
and their task was to check on the situation of the game only once (time is money,
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particularly on Mechanical Turk, and I did not want to incentivize playing early).
In the Early condition (control), participants should have made their check before
the opponent’s action to get the whole bonus. However, in the Late condition, they
were asked to check after the opponent’s action to get the whole bonus, otherwise
they would have not received any bonus money. In addition, participants were
told they could only play once per round and the time difference between their
action and the opponent’s action would not have any costs. They were informed
that the game would not terminate after their action, and they have to wait for
the duration of the game to end, regardless of the time of their action.

5.1.1

Design and Procedure

At the beginning of each experiment, participants completed a survey with four
sections, which was similar to the survey in Experiment 1 (see Chapter 4). After
completing the survey, each participant was randomly assigned a game length (5
or 15 seconds). In a between-subjects design, participants were also assigned to
either the “early” or “late” condition. Participants received detailed instructions
of the game along with visual feedback, and then started the game. The game
description was different based on the game condition. Each participant played
10 rounds of the game and received visual feedback that was very similar to the
feedback in Experiment 1.
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5.1.2

Participants

123 volunteers recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk completed the experiment
(43 female, 79 male, 1 unknown; mean age 31 years, range: [18,67]) 1 . Participation
was limited to the U.S. residents who had a prior MTurk approval rate of 90% or
higher. Participants were paid a show-up fee and a bonus. The bonus was either
the full amount for a win, or nothing otherwise. A win required them to play before
the opponent in the early game, or after the opponent in the late game. The actual
bonus payoff depended on the length of the game (100 points per second).

5.2

Results

The time difference between the start of the round and participants’ check in the
Early condition was compared to the time difference between participants’ action
and the end of the game in the Late condition (Figure 5.1). A mixed-effects
linear model is fit to predict the time difference, based on the game condition and
length. A random intercept is fitted varying by participant. The assessed need for
cognition and round number are included, as they reflect participants’ tendency
to think in the game, and learning effect, respectively. Results are reported in
Table 5.1. Participants performed significantly better in the Early condition: they
were better at minimizing the time difference, as compared to the Late condition.
Reaction time can affect participants’ performance in this game. It is possible
1

See Appendix F for more details about the demographics of the participants.
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Figure 5.1: Time differences between start of the game and participants’ checks in
the Early condition, and between participant’ checks and end of the game to the
round length in the Late condition, for the 5-second (left) and 15-second (right)
games. 95% confidence intervals are visualized.
Table 5.1: Regression model predicting time difference based on the game condition
and length. RoundNum and NeedForCognition are centered.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
t (1230) Pr ( > |t|)
Intercept
3.821 0.245
15.629
< 0.0001
15s
0.906 0.327
2.766
< 0.01
RoundNum
-0.074 0.001
-7.456
< 0.0001
NeedForCognition
-0.025 0.014
-1.800
0.074
5s:LateCondition
0.660 0.307
2.150
< 0.05
15s:LateCondition
0.683 0.283
2.414
< 0.05

that a risk mitigation strategy supported the observed effect. Participants could
play as soon as the game started in the early condition, but they had to avoid missing the end of the game in the late condition in order to score points. However, I
argue that this is not the case, because (1) although participants could theoretically play too early (before the game started), they would have not received visual
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confirmation, and (2) the performance gap between the two conditions is too large
to be explained by such a strategy. Participants show a consistent preference to
play Early. Further, participants may aim to manage the risks involved in acting
at the end of the fixed time period (with great losses if missing the end of the
period). Does their behavior reflect active risk management, or rather impatience
as a more general heuristic (regardless of whether it is a risk-managing adaptation
to such situations)? If it is active risk management, a participant’s individual risk
propensity would be expected to be correlated with their personal risk propensity.
Thus, I checked whether risk propensity, which is measured by the survey, would
predict timing differences, to ascertain that the effect is due to impatience and is
independent from risk propensity. From the results it can be concluded that the
timing differences were not affected by risk-propensity. Correlation of risk propensity and ∆T is very low (ρ = −0.02). Split by the game duration and condition,
associations are also low (|ρ|< 0.076).

5.3

Discussion

The goal of this experiment was to study (1) whether the effect observed in experiment 1 is impatience or is due to not understanding the game, and (2) whether
impatience is independent from risk-propensity. The results confirm that impatience is a bias, independent of risk-propensity, which affects rationality of timing
decisions. This raises questions on how impatience affects people’s decision making,
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and whether it can be manipulated and moderated. These questions are explored
in the next chapter.

Chapter

6

Experiment 3 - Moderating
Impatience
In this Chapter, the hypothesis that impatience can be manipulated and moderated is investigated. I also ask how impatience is reflected in people’s decisions.
Using a third experiment, participants’ impatience is manipulated and the effect
of this manipulation on people’s subsequent decisions and satisfaction is studied.
For lack of a better operationalization, the definition from the Oxford English
Dictionary is used, which defines impatience as “the feeling of being annoyed or
irritated by somebody/something, especially because you have to wait for a long
time”, and “the desire to do something soon or for something to happen soon”.
This experiment provides evidence in support of each of these three elements of
impatience. I show that: (1) impatience results in acting early or more frequently,
(2) a tendency to receive information earlier, and (3) reduces task satisfaction.
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I ask more specifically: what influences impatience? How can it be manipulated? Experiment 2 demonstrated the effect of impatience on timing decisions,
but not its mechanisms. Experiment 2 was meant to be simple. Experiment 3,
on the other hand, uses a dynamic task with a sequence of several decisions. As
discussed before, several factors (e.g., information processing) can lead to paying
less attention to the passing of time [5, 60]. Therefore, the hypothesis is that
impatience can be reduced by manipulating the feedback provided during a delay or any inactive time. Further, participants are given the option to pay points
(which is translated to money) to receive information faster to evaluate whether
the manipulation may be associated with a strategy of information foraging.

6.1

Method

The task presented to participants is similar to “Game 1 - Cookie Monster” introduced in Chapter 3 and used in Experiment 1 (see Chapter 4). However, a few
changes are made to the game to emphasize impatience and to further study the
effect of impatience on timing decisions: (1) checks are pre-defined, and (2) an
option called live option is introduced which enables participants to receive information sooner. These changes are discussed in detail in this chapter. The new
cover story of the game is as follows:
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The cover story: The game starts with the players in the kitchen, cooking.
Meanwhile, Cookie Monster, the house guest, is waiting for them in the living room,
where players have a number of cookies that they want to protect from the Cookie
Monster. They know that the Cookie Monster will definitely start eating them at
some point (introduced earlier as the “opponent action”) and with a constant pace
(100 cookies per second). However, they do not know when. Players need to come
up with a strategy to check on the Cookie Monster. Anytime they check on him,
they need to give him some cookies (100 cookies) to cover up for not trusting him,
and the game continues with the players going back to the kitchen. If they catch
the Cookie Monster while eating the cookies, the game ends. The number of the
remaining cookies will be the points players earn in the game. The participants
are paid according to their performance in the game, which corresponds to the
overall points they earn in all the rounds. In this experiment, participants pre-set
their check times. In other words, they are told to set alarms that notify them
to check on the Cookie Monster while they are cooking in the kitchen. After
they decide on the timing of their checks, they start the game round. They are
not able to change their decision after starting the round. Pre-setting the checks
helps increase the inactive time during the game round, and reduces information
processing, as the participants will no longer need to think about their next action
during the game round. Additionally, when the participants start the game, they
are given an option to pay 200 cookies (which is equivalent of two checks) to watch
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the game “live”. If they pay to choose the live option, they will not wait until
their next check to get updates about the situation of the game (to see whether
the Cookie Monster has started eating the cookies or not). However, this does not
have any benefits, because they still need to wait until their next check to catch
the Cookie Monster. The rationale for providing this option is explained in the
upcoming sections (see Figure B.3 in the appendix for the instructions received by
participants).

Manipulation: In this experiment, a fixed-length 15-second delay was introduced before each round of the game, which was accompanied by countdowns
with different speeds, based on the experimental condition. The hypothesis was
that faster countdowns can moderate the effect of impatience, as they provide
people with more information during the inactive time. Unlike in the previous experiments, participants pre-defined their strategy. Afterwards, they watched the
interaction of their strategy and the opponent’s action (Cookie Monster) in realtime. In other words, participants were asked to set alarms to check on the Cookie
Monster, and after they had set and finalized their checks, they just needed to wait
and see how the round went. This design helped increase the inactive time during
the round, which could increase impatience.1
1

This design places the countdown manipulation in the previous round rather than the current
round. Thus, the decisions in the first round are not influenced by any countdown and will not be
included in the analysis. This design places a longer, inactive delay (watching the game round)
to increase impatience. Participants experience the actual delay during the countdown, and also
form an expectation of a delay in the future rounds, which has been claimed to relativize people’s
perception of actually shortened waits or waits occupied with activity [63]
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Furthermore, this manipulation was necessary to study the second hypothesis.
It was hypothesized that one of the possible causes of impatience is a tendency
to receive information sooner. To examine this hypothesis, an option was given
to participants for purchase: the live option. This option enabled participants to
see game information earlier (but only for a few seconds). If they chose to start
the game live, they were shown the opponent’s action immediately rather upon
their next check. But since their strategy was pre-defined, choice of live neither
affected their final outcome nor the game duration (as they still had to wait for
their next check to actually catch the Cookie Monster). Most importantly, the
live option was not free. It costed an equivalent value of two additional checks
(200 cookies/points). In each round, participants chose between starting the game
normally, or starting with the live option. Choosing live is an irrational decision
(as defined by [6, 70, 94]) which only has costs.
Experiments 1 and 2 showed that impatience is reflected by a tendency to play
early/more frequently, which was increased when the duration of the game is longer
(see Chapter 4). Thus to induce participants’ impatience, I chose a 30-second
game duration for this experiment. Further, in all except one condition, a fixedlength, 15 second delay was introduced between defining the strategy (by setting
the check times) and actually watching the game. This waiting was accompanied
by a countdown (and a plausible explanation “Saving Checks”, see Figure 6.1).
Different speeds were used for countdowns to manipulate impatience and test the
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Figure 6.1: The countdown shown to participants. Participants are told that the
delay is because their checks are being saved.
hypothesis that a faster countdown can moderate impatience.
The experiment had a total of six between-participant conditions, to which
participants were assigned randomly. Four of the conditions were the control and
the principal conditions of the experiment. The other two are considered as the
secondary conditions.

Principal Conditions: In the principal conditions, the countdown progressed
linearly, while the starting number of the countdown (and thus the pace of countdown) changed. The control and principal conditions of the experiment were as
follows:

• NoWait (control): There was no delay (and thus no countdown) before
the start of each round.
• 5CD: There was a 15-second delay before start of each round, accompanied
by a message “saving the checks” and a countdown from 5 to 1. Therefore,
each count lasted 3 seconds.
• 10CD: A 15-second delay was accompanied by the same message and a
countdown from 10 to 1. Therefore, each count lasted 1.5 seconds.
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• 15CD: A 15-second delay was accompanied by the same message and a
countdown from 15 to 1. Therefore, each count lasted 1 second.

Secondary Conditions: In the secondary conditions, the counts in the countdowns decreased non-linearly. I used a speed function, f (x) = (x + (1 − x)/2)8 ,
proposed by Harrison et al. [45], as they showed that using this speed function
makes waiting more tolerable for users, comparing to a constant pace and several other speed functions [45]. This speed function was used in one fast and one
slow countdown from primary conditions (5CD and 15CD), based on which the
following secondary conditions were introduced:

• 5CDM: A 15-second delay was accompanied by a countdown from 5 to 1. In
this condition the speed of countdown changed based on the aforementioned
speed function: starting with a slow pace and increasing with each count.
Therefore, the first number (5) lasted the most and the last count (1) lasted
the least.
• 15CDM: A 15-second delay was accompanied by the same message as before
and a countdown from 15 to 1. The speed of the counts varied as in the
5CDM condition.

If participants perceive the time accurately in all conditions and are not influenced by the manipulation, they should be able to act similarly in all the conditions
as the waiting period is constant and 15 seconds in all (except for the NoWait con-
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dition). But, if showing different counts alters participants’ time perception, it
is expected that participants in different conditions will show different behaviors.
The hypothesis is that the effect of impatience is moderated by showing the faster
countdowns.

Attention Check: As explained earlier, participants set their checks before observing the game round. Thus, to ensure that they were paying attention, I made
sure that the game was their active page (if they switched to another page, the
game would have stopped and they would have received a message saying that they
should pay attention and they are not allowed to switch to another page). In addition, their attention was monitored by requiring them to press a key immediately
after the end of each round (the time of which was not predictable).

6.1.1

Procedure

Data was gathered around 4pm EST at different times of the year and on varying
weekdays. The procedure is similar to the previous experiment’s. Participants
were randomly assigned one of the game conditions, completed the same survey
introduced in Experiment 1, and received instructions with visual examples of how
the game works. Figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 show visual feedback of the game that
was shown to the participants. Each participant played 1 practice round followed
by 5 rounds of the game. Participants first experienced waiting during the practice
round.
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Figure 6.2: Feedback shown during a not-live round. The game is current and it
is at point B on the bar. The latest the player has checked is at point A, and as a
result, no information about the situation after point A is revealed. The dots on
the bar demonstrate the pre-set checks.

Figure 6.3: Feedback shown when a round is done. The opponent has played at
point A and the participant has caught opponent’s move at point B.

6.1.2

Payoff and Incentives

Players start out with 30∗100 points (cookies), where 30 is the duration of the game
in seconds. At any time, they can spend 100 points to check whether the opponent
has played. The game ends after a successful check, otherwise it continues. Each
second of latency in catching the opponent costs 100 points. So, if the opponent
plays at 10.0s, and the player checks three times at seconds 4.0s, 6.5s, and 15.0s the
payoff is 3000−100−100−(15.0−10.0)∗100−100 = 2200 points ([15.0−10.0]∗100
is the cookies eaten by the Cookie Monster). This creates an incentive to neither
check too early, nor to wait too long. If the person chooses to start the game live,
he/she will lose 200 more points and the payoff would be 2000.

Figure 6.4: Feedback shown in a live round. The game is in progress and is at
point C on the bar. The latest the player has searched is at point A, and we can
see that the opponent has played at point B. The dots on the bar demonstrate the
pre-set checks. The opponent will be caught with the next check.
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6.1.3

Participants

701 North-America-based volunteers recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk
completed the experiment (304 female, 397 male, and 1 unknown, age mean (34.25
years, [18,77]).

2

The data were collected in batches over the course of a year.

30 participants’ data (12 female and 18 male) was discarded due to failure to
pass the aforementioned attention check. One participants’ data was removed due
to unknown gender. A show-up fee of $0.40 and a bonus proportional to game
performance were paid. Participation was limited to the U.S. residents who had
at least 50 approved hits and had a prior MTurk approval rate of 96% or higher.
The data from those who failed the attention check were dropped (42 female, 35
male, and 1 unknown).

6.2

Results

An average difference in time between checks, per participant and per round is
defined. I call it ∆t. This measure reflects how much the participant chooses to
wait between her/his moves. In other words, it reflects how early or how frequently
she/he places the checks. A rational model is introduced later in this section and
how impatience affected the rationality of decisions is discussed accordingly.
∆t is calculated for all participants and all conditions and is visualized in
2

See Appendix F for more details about the demographics of the participants.
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Figure 6.5: ∆t measured in hundredths of seconds for each condition. Lower values
indicate earlier checks. 95% confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.
Figure 6.5.

6.2.1

3

No correlation is observed between ∆t and risk propensity.

Principal Conditions

Figure 6.5 suggests that slower counts decreased participant’s ∆t, which implies
reducing the waiting time between two checks. This plot visualizes ∆t, for each
condition, without taking into account the other effects that can influence participants’ strategies in this game.
As discussed before, it is important to take Need For Cognition (NFC) into
3

The first round, as the practice round, was removed from the analysis. However, participants
experienced waiting during this round.
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account. NFC is defined as a tendency to engage in and enjoy thinking [75].
Thinking is desirable and enjoyable for people with a higher NFC; however, to
people with a low NFC thinking is like a chore [80]. Thus, it can affect quality of
decisions in the game. Furthermore, as gender differences are shown in decisionmaking and temporal discounting (see [18, 27, 84]), gender should be also taken
into account. Also, as it was shown in Experiment 1, risk propensity affected
decision-making in shorter versions of this game (see Chapter 4), and hence risk
propensity of participants, which is measured by the survey, should be taken into
account. Finally, it is expected that the participants improve their strategy as
they proceed with the rounds, as they may learn how to improve their strategy
over rounds. Thus, the possible effect of how advance they are in the game should
be also taken into account.
A regression model is fit, which predicts ∆t as a function of the time that each
count lasts in each condition (1 for 15CD, 1.5 for 10CD, and 3 for 5CD). Round
number, need for cognition, risk propensity, and gender are controlled for. 4 Results
are shown in Table 6.1. CountDuration, as hypothesized, significantly affected ∆t
(se = 0.368, t = −2.015, p = 0.045), which shows that seeing slower counts results
in checks that are earlier. Further, a correlation between round number and ∆t is
observed, which shows a learning effect over rounds (also see Appendix C).
4

All predictors are centered. Round number is log-transformed due to the nature of the
learning effect. CountDuration is log-transformed as time is not perceived linearly. Interactions
of CountDuration and gender are taken into account. A random intercept grouped by participant
and random slope based on CountDuration is fitted (as this is a repeated-measures study).
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Table 6.1: Regression model predicting ∆t (in seconds) for the principal conditions.
All the predictors are centered. CountDuration is in seconds.
Covariate
Intercept
log(CountDuration)
log(RoundNum)
Gender
NeedForCognition
RiskPropensity
log(CountDuration):Gender

Estimate
5.990
-0.741
0.249
0.670
0.014
0.002
-1.030

SE
t (1774) Pr ( > |t|)
0.234
25.556
< 0.0001
0.368
-2.015
< 0.05
0.097
2.575
0.010
0.482
1.391
0.166
0.020
0.712
0.477
0.016
0.134
0.894
0.734
-1.404
0.162

Next, a linear mixed-effect model is fit, which predicts choice of live based
on CountDuration, need for cognition, and round number. All other predictors
discussed for the previous model are also taken into account (i.e., need for cognition,
risk propensity, and gender). Predictors are centered and CountDuration and
RoundNum are log-transformed. Results are shown in Table 6.2. This model
helps investigate the effect of manipulation on people’s choice of live. As discussed
earlier, the choice of live enables participants to receive information faster, for a few
Table 6.2: Regression model predicting choice of live by condition. CountDuration
and RoundNum are log-transformed. Predictors are centered.
Covariate
Intercept
log(CountDuration)
log(RoundNum)
Gender
NeedForCognition
RiskPropensity
log(CountDuration):Gender

Estimate
-8.658
4.257
-0.120
0.680
0.013
-0.017
-1.703

SE
z (1815) Pr ( > |z|)
0.882
-9.815
< 0.0001
1.112
3.829
0.0001
0.201
-0.598
0.550
1.012
0.672
0.501
0.035
-0.365
0.715
0.029
-0.571
0.568
1.240
-1.373
0.170
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seconds and with costs, and it is hypothesized in this chapter to be a consequence
of impatience.
Countdown speed (CountDuration), as hypothesized, affected choice of live:
participants choose live option significantly more when they see a slower countdown
(se = 0.368, t = −2.015, p = 0.045).
Is it possible that the results were affected by how participants perceived the distribution? As mentioned earlier, the time at which the Cookie
Monster starts eating the cookies is assigned randomly, and is drawn from a uniform distribution. To ensure that the reported effect was only caused by the
countdown manipulation, and not by a confound due to participants’ misunderstanding of the distribution, or due to representativeness bias (see [107]) caused
by what they experienced in the previous rounds, the start times of eating cookies
for each condition and each round are compared (see Figure 6.6). Start time was
not significantly different between conditions in most of the rounds. In the rounds,
where the difference seems to be reliable, if people were biased, the effect would
have been the opposite way. This means that either the participants were not
affected by the start time at all, or the effect of impatience was so strong that it
canceled the effect of the perceived distribution.
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Figure 6.6: The time that the Cookie Monster starts eating the cookies, per condition, and per round. 95% confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.

6.2.2

Secondary Conditions

Next, the effect of using the non-linear speed function in fast and slow countdowns
is evaluated. 15CD is considered as a fast countdown (each count lasts 1 second),
and 5CD as a slow countdown (each count lasts 3 seconds). 5CDM and 15CDM
(like other conditions) have the same waiting time (i.e., 15 seconds), and the same
number of counts as 5CD and 15CD (5 and 15, respectively). However, 5CDM and
15CDM have a non-linear speed. Figure 6.7 visualizes ∆t, for these four conditions,
over the game rounds.
A mixed-effects regression model predicting ∆t is fitted to the data matching
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Figure 6.7: ∆t measured in hundredths of seconds for the secondary conditions.
Their primary counterparts are shown as a comparison. Lower values indicate
earlier checks.
two principal conditions (5CD and 15CD) and their two secondary counterparts
(5CDM and 15CDM), coded as 5counts and 15counts, respectively. Random intercept grouped by participant and random slope based on condition are fitted.
All other predictors, which were discussed in the previous models are controlled
for and all predictors are centered.
Modeling results are shown in Table 6.3. The nonlinear speed decreased impatience in the slow countdown, which resulted in less frequent checks and a larger
∆t (5counts:nonlinear, p < 0.05), but not in the fast countdown (p = 0.807). Although nonlinear countdown is shown to affect impatience and improve people’s
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Table 6.3: Model predicting ∆t : the effect of nonlinear speeds in the fast and slow
countdown conditions. 15counts shows 15CD and 15CDM conditions, and 5counts
shows 5CD and 5CDM conditions.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
t (2097) Pr ( > |t|)
Intercept
6.278 0.414
15.172
< 0.0001
gender
0.511 0.445
1.149
0.252
NeedForCognition
-0.005 0.029
-0.179
0.858
RiskPropensity
-0.019 0.022
-0.849
0.397
log(RoundNum)
0.308 0.147
2.095
< 0.05
15counts
-0.323 0.603
-0.536
0.593
15counts:nonlinear
-1.228 0.602
-2.038
< 0.05
15counts:nonlinear
0.153 0.627
0.245
0.807

tolerance for shorter delays [45], if the speed of the countdown is increased, nonlinear will not be beneficial anymore, and the change in the feedback speed is more
effective than the speed function.

6.2.3

Happiness and Task Satisfaction

DeVoe and House [25] showed that the “experience of happiness” due to an enjoyable experience can be affected by thinking about time in terms of money. This is
the case on Mechanical Turk, where people see time as money. DeVoe and House
[25] also showed that thinking about time in terms of money increases impatience
during unpaid periods. An example would be the delay in this experiment, which
people do not know is intentional, and which they may believe is unpaid. This,
in turn, influences the experience of pleasure. Reducing impatience has also been
shown to increase life satisfaction [89]. As a result, the hypothesis is that impa-
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tience can influence happiness and task satisfaction. As a result of the impatience
manipulation, it is expected that participants in the fast-countdown condition become more satisfied with the task.
To test for task satisfaction, participants’ comments about the experiment are
analyzed. At the end of the experiment, participants had the option to leave comments about the task. Among the comments that were left, a common type was
merely a copy of the ending message as it is typical for studies on Mechanical Turk.
The rest of the comments were classified according to positive and negative sentiments using automated keyword spotting and manual verification. 132 comments
were classified as positive.5
The proportion of participants who spent time to leave a positive comment is
calculated for each condition. Results are visualized in Figure 6.8.6 In the primary
conditions with the 15-second wait (5CD, 10CD, and 15CD), the rate of positive
comments decreases with the speed of the countdown.
A logistic regression model confirms the hypothesis. The model predicts positive comments for the principal conditions as a function of countDuration. CountDuration is log-transformed and all aforementioned factors are taken into consider5

Some examples of these comments are: ”Great taks” (sic), ”Thanks. It was very fun &
unique.”, ”interesting study”, ”Wow!!! I loved this game. Please send me another one like this
in the future. Thanks”. (Negative comments pertained to technical issues; they were low in
number.)
6
Because commenting was not required, these proportions are low. No assumption can be
made about the ones who left without leaving a comment. However, even a simple, positive
comment such as ”thanks” would reflect task satisfaction, because it is not required and writing
it takes time.
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Figure 6.8: The rate of positive comments for each condition (N = 359). Standard
Errors are shown.
ation for this model as well. Results are shown in Table 6.4. People who saw faster
countdowns left significantly more positive comments (se = 0.332, z = −2.270, p <
0.05). Furthermore, participants with a higher level of need for cognition left
significantly more positive comments (p < 0.005).
Using another model, positive comments in linear conditions 5CD and 15CD
were compared to those in 5CDM and 15CDM non-linear conditions. No significant
difference was found (se = 0.252, z = −0.589, p = 0.556).
To confirm that positive comments were not confounded by bonus amounts,
another regression model was fit, predicting positive comments given the amount
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Table 6.4: Regression model predicting positive comments based on the game
condition. All predictors are centered.
Covariate
Intercept
log(CountDuration)
Gender
NeedForCognition
RiskPropensity
log(countDuration):Gender

Estimate
-1.162
-0.753
0.497
0.056
-0.016
-1.199

SE
z (359) Pr ( > |z|)
0.192 -6.047
< 0.0001
0.332 -2.270
< 0.05
0.397
1.251
0.211
0.020
2.874
< 0.005
0.012 -1.248
0.212
0.640 -1.874
0.061

of bonus received. No effect of the payment on the positive comments was observed
(se = 1.318, z = −0.311, p = 0.756).
Notably, more positive comments were received in the condition with a fast
countdown (15CD) compared to the condition that had no wait period at all
(NoWait). Assuming that this difference is reliable, it may be explained as follows. The 15-second wait, accompanied by a countdown that is more desirable for
participants may cause participants in 15CD to estimate the duration of leaving a
comment to be shorter than those in the NoWait condition. As a further and perhaps most promising potential mechanism, participants in 15CD may have been
more impressed by the system as a result of the wait, thinking that it is executing
a complicated process to save the checks and start the game.

6.2.4

Comparison to a Rational Model

The aforementioned analyses of checks focused on the average timing and frequency
of choices. In this section, I investigate how quality of timing decisions were affected
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as a result of the countdown condition. A rational model of playing the game is
used, which maximizes the expected utility of the moves (see Chapter 3). The
economics’ definition of rationality is used. Then the effect of countdown condition
on the quality of the timing decisions made during the game is evaluated.
It is not expected that participants achieve the rational solution as people’s
choices systematically deviate from such rational choices. Most commonly, this is
ascribed to human limitations (see bounded rationality [34]), heuristics that use
basic cognitive strategies [107], or rational adaptations to the environment [33]. In
this experiment, participants were not expected to figure out the rational strategy
and act like the model. That is to say, deviation from what the rational model
suggests does not necessarily show non-rational or irrational behavior. It is almost
impossible for the participants to find optimal solutions due to cognitive limitations and time limits. However, as previous results showed a learning effect, it is
expected that participants learn to improve strategies over rounds. As it is informative to compare participants’ performance between conditions, I studied how
the impatience manipulation indirectly affects the quality of the decisions.

6.2.4.1

Measure of Performance

Participants’ strategies are evaluated by comparing their timing choices to what a
rational player would do. The rational model introduced in Chapter 3 is used in
a dynamic way: The dynamic rational model finds the next best check given the
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player’s checks so far and the remaining time of the game. Assume that the
participant has made the first check at time 3 (i.e., 3 seconds into the round).
The time difference between participant’s check and the rational models’ check
(Table 3.1 in Chapter 3) would be ∆t1 = trational − tparticipant = 8 − 3 = 5. With
3 being the first check, the remaining time of the round would be 27 seconds and
the dynamic rational model would check at times 10.2, 15.6, 21.0, 24.6, and 26.4.
Thus the next suggested rational check time is at 10.2. If the participant’s second
check is earlier, at 7, then ∆t2 = 10.2 − 7 = 3.2. The next remaining time is 23
seconds, and the next suggested rational check times would be at 13.1, 19.3, 23.9,
and 26.9. An average of these ∆ti s per round and condition is defined and is called
∆trational . The measure shows the average time difference of participants’ checks
compared to what a rational model suggests.
∆trational provides valuable information about how one’s rationality of choices
can be affected by impatience, which is manipulated in experimental conditions.
That is to say, playing earlier than the rational model, by itself, does not represent
impatient behavior, neither does playing later than the rational model represent
patience. However, if people in conditions, where impatience is induced, act farther
from what the rational model suggest, compared to those whom impatience was
moderated, it can be concluded that impatience, in the experiment, has affected
the rationality of decisions.
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Figure 6.9: ∆trational measured in hundredths of seconds for each condition. Higher
values indicate earlier checks. 95% confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.
6.2.4.2

Results

∆trational is calculated for all participants in all conditions and is demonstrated in
Figure 6.9. As shown in Figure 6.9, slower counts increased participant’s ∆trational ,
which suggests that impatience induced by a slower countdown resulted in selecting
checks that were farther from the rational model’s choices.
To study the effect of countdown condition on the rationality of choices, a
mixed-effects regression model is fit that predicts ∆trational based on CountDuration, round number (which reflects a learning effect), NFC (which reflects the
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Table 6.5: Mixed-effect regression model predicting ∆trational (in seconds) for the
principal conditions. All predictors are centered. CountDuration is in seconds.
Random intercept grouped by participant and random slope based on condition
are fitted.
Covariate
Estimate
Intercept
0.016
log(CountDuration)
0.683
log(RoundNum)
-0.335
NeedForCognition
-0.051
Gender
-0.713
RiskPropensity
-0.002
log(CountDuration):Gender
0.878
log(CountDuration):NeedForCognition
0.071

SE
0.201
0.340
0.093
0.025
0.412
0.014
0.679
0.043

t (1774) Pr ( > |t|)
0.080
0.937
2.007
< 0.05
-3.624
< 0.0005
-2.007
< 0.05
-1.732
0.085
-0.118
0.906
1.293
0.197
1.662
0.098

tendency to think deeply and is expected to affect participants’ quality of choices),
risk propensity, and gender. Interactions of CountDuration and gender, and of
CountDuration and NFC are taken into account. The results are presented in
Table 6.5.

7

The results confirm the hypothesis. Quality of timing decisions are significantly
affected by the countdown manipulation as ∆trational is significantly affected by the
speed of countdown (se = 0.323, t = 1.799, p = 0.073): a slower countdown resulted
in checks that are more distant from the rational model. Further, the positive
correlation of round number and ∆trational , shows a significant learning effect over
rounds: participants learn to play significantly closer to the rational model as they
progress in the game (also see Appendix C). As it was expected, people with
7

All predictors are centered. Round number is log-transformed due to the nature of the
learning effect. CountDuration is log-transformed as time is not perceived linearly. Interactions
of CountDuration and gender are taken into account. A random intercept grouped by participant
and random slope based on CountDuration is fitted (as this is a repeated-measures study).
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a higher NFC play significantly closer to what the rational model suggests, and
tendency to think deeply significantly affects quality of choices in the game. No
correlation is observed between ∆trational and risk propensity (t = 0.906).

6.3

Discussion

The experiment introduced in the previous chapter (Experiment 2) suggested that
impatience is a bias, independent from risk propensity. In this chapter, impatience
was manipulated using a variety of countdowns shown during a fixed-length 15second delay to investigate in more detail how impatience affects people’s decision
making. Different countdowns were used to alter people’s time perception of the
delays, and to moderate their impatience. This manipulation significantly affected
the quality of participants’ timing decisions in the task following the delay. Two
effects were observed as a result of the impatience bias on timing decisions: (1)
tendency to act early/more frequently, (2) tendency to obtain information earlier
(only for a few seconds and with cost). Furthermore, impatience affected the
quality of decisions and task satisfaction.
An explanation of the more frequent checks may come from drift-diffusion models (DDM), and models with collapsing thresholds. Based on these models, people
act upon reaching decision bounds and that the decision bounds, thus the time of
a decision, change over time [10, 13]. Impatience can also act on these bounds [10].
When the decision thresholds are reduced over time [35] (as a result of impatience
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in the experiments), people are expected to act earlier. Furthermore decisions
made under time pressure can lead to an increase in the decision thresholds [69].
However, this increase is not expected in this experiment as decisions on timing of
actions (by setting checks) are made before starting the game; therefore, decisionmaking is not under time pressure in Experiment 3.
One might see this experiment as a game that asks the players to engage in
“information foraging” [81], which suggests that people chose options that help
them obtain more valuable information. The Cookie Monster game is designed to
not provide valuable information about the opponent strategy, as the opponent
only moves once per round, and every action comes at a cost. The live option in
Experiment 3 was designed to observe whether participants would irrationally pay
to obtain information earlier as a result of impatience (this choice will not terminate the experiment earlier, neither helps in catching the Cookie Monster faster).
However, value in early information may be derived from other forms of motivation, such as enjoyment through knowing earlier how the opponent played in a
round (Buhrmester, Kwang, and Gosling [15] showed that enjoyment in addition to
monetary compensation is a motivation for working on a MTurk task). Thus, impatience may affect the information foraging strategy. A heuristic for information
foraging may exist that leads to a general preference for early information. The experiments’ results point to such a general bias (impatience) that negatively affects
decision-making in timing tasks under uncertainty, and in choices when waiting
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is required. Regardless of the mechanism, however, impatience is increased or
moderated using the countdown manipulation.
Other biases could also have affected participants’ behavior, but they fall short
of explaining the effects discussed in this chapter. The commission bias (tendency
to act) [98] could have resulted in more checks. The omission bias (tendency to not
act) [98] could have reduced the number of checks. Catching the Cookie Monster
very soon, by chance, even with a very poor strategy, could have lead to overconfidence [47]. Further, due to the uncertainty and abundance of possible strategies,
people were more likely to make irrational decisions based on the multiple alternative bias [22]. However, the manipulation affected neither any of these biases nor
the difficulty of the task. The only manipulated variable between conditions was
the countdowns participants saw while waiting.
Possible interactions with risk propensity were examined, but no correlations
were found between risk propensity and early/more frequent actions or “live”
choices. Thus, impatience appears to be what influenced participants’ strategies.
Impatience is a novel bias affecting timing decisions. It is one of the factors
causing temporal discounting, which is observed in the discrete choice tasks. This
bias (analogous to several other biases) has knock-on effects on people’s decisionmaking, and can also affect the overall satisfaction. While these results inform
models of the mechanisms behind impatience, such modeling will require further
work outside of the scope of timing decisions themselves.
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One question remaining concerns the mechanisms of the effect. Is time perception affected by the countdown speed? The hypothesis is that countdown speed
affects time perception during delays and afterwards, and time passes faster when
seeing a faster countdown. This mechanism is explored in the next chapter.

Chapter

7

Experiment 4 - Time Perception and
Duration Recall
Time passes faster when more changes happen [43] and this can be why faster
countdowns reduced impatience. Several factors, such as the level of attention and
activity affect time perception [5, 8]. All of such factors can also influence one’s
perception of delays. The questions are: (1) is time perception altered by seeing
different countdowns? and (2) is how people recall delays necessarily in line with
how tolerable the delay is experienced? In other words, does a faster feedback also
improve how a user recalls the delay?
Ahn, Liu, and Soman [1] proposed a model of memory markers. Based on
this model, our mind encodes memory markers belonging to specific time periods
and stores them in memory. These memory markers can be in any sensory or
cognitive form, such as visual, auditory, or tactile. A span of time with more
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memory markers will be perceived to pass faster than a span with less memory
markers. However, the span with more memory markers will later be recalled to
be longer, as we refer to those markers when estimating a duration in the past.
The hypothesis is that in Experiment 3, the changes of the countdown could have
acted as memory markers. As a result, it is expected that what people remember
about the duration of the delay is not necessarily in line with how tolerable it was
felt. In this chapter, time perception and duration recall is measured using the
Verbal Estimation method [9] to investigate the aforementioned hypothesis, and
to study why faster countdowns reduced impatience during an equally long delay.

7.1
7.1.1

Method
Procedure

A methodology and procedure similar to the previous experiments was used for
this experiment. Participants first completed the survey, and afterwards played
six rounds of the modified “Game 1 - Cookie Monster” introduced in Chapter 6.
As in Experiment 3, participants had as much time as they needed to decide on
timing of their checks. After their decision was final, they started the game round.
Before each round started, the participants experienced the same 15-second delay
accompanied by countdowns, as in Experiment 3. Countdowns varied based on the
experimental condition. Only 5CD, 10CD, and 15CD (see Chapter 6) conditions
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were used, where counts changed every 3 seconds, 1.5 seconds, and 1 second,
respectively.
Verbal Estimation: After completing the six rounds of the game, participants were asked to estimate: (1) the duration of the delay, and (2) the duration
of the game round. They were provided with detailed explanations and visual
instructions to ensure that they do not misunderstand which duration they are
asked to estimate.

7.1.2

Participants

Participants were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk. 304 volunteers (166
female and 138 male, age mean: 34.43 years, [18,70])

1

completed the experiment.

Their attention was controlled during the game: (1) they were not allowed to switch
pages and had to remain on the experiment page, and (2) they were required to
press a button right after the end of each round, the time of which was random
(and uniformly distributed). Data from 16 participants (8 women and 8 men) was
discarded as they failed to pass the attention checks. Each participant received an
initial payment of $0.40 and a bonus according to their performance in the game.
Participation was limited to the U.S. residents who had at least 50 approved HITs
and a prior Mturk approval rate of 96% or higher. Participation was also limited
to those who had not played this game before.
1

See Appendix F for more details about the demographics of the participants.
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7.2

Results

In this section, the effect of countdown manipulation on delay duration estimation
and game round duration estimation (the duration of the task after the delay) is
investigated.

7.2.1

Delay Estimation

First, the hypothesis that delay recall is affected by the speed of the countdown
is investigated. The estimated duration of the delay increased with increasing
the countdown speed. Results are visualized in Figure 7.1. A linear model is fit
to investigate if there is a significant effect. The model predicts the estimated
duration of the delay based on the countdown speed. Age is controlled for, as it
can affect time perception [67]. Results are shown in Table 7.1. The speed of the
countdown shown during the same delay significantly affected delay duration recall.
Participants who saw faster countdowns estimated the duration to be longer after
the task was completed (se = 0.356, t = −4.804, p < 0.0001). Age, as expected,
Table 7.1: Regression model predicting the estimated duration of the delay (in
seconds). CountDuration represents how long each count lasted in the countdown
condition (in seconds). NeedForCognition and CountDuration are centered.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
t (288) Pr ( > |t|)
Intercept
10.387 1.032 10.061
< 0.0001
CountDuration
-1.709 0.356 -4.804
< 0.0001
age
-0.063 0.029 -2.194
< 0.05
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Figure 7.1: Delay estimation for each condition. 95% confidence intervals are
obtained using bootstrapping. The horizontal line shows the actual duration of
the delay (15 seconds).

significantly affected delay estimation: estimated duration of the delay decreased
as age increased.

7.2.2

Estimation of Game Round Duration

Next question is whether perception/recall of a delay can also affect the estimation
of the duration after the delay. As mentioned before, participants were also asked
to estimate the maximum duration of the game round, which was 30 seconds.
The hypothesis is that how people recall a delay can also affect how they recall
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Figure 7.2: Estimated duration of the round for each condition. 95% confidence
intervals are obtained using bootstrapping. The horizontal line shows the actual
duration of the round (15 seconds).

the duration of the subsequent task. Results are visualized in Figure 7.2. To
investigate if there is a significant effect, a linear model is fit, which predicts game
round duration estimation (estimated duration of the game round, which does not
include the delay) based on delay estimation and age. Modeling results are shown
in Table 7.2. Delay perception does in fact affect the perception of the subsequent
duration (se = 0.166, t = 1.978, p < 0.05). The longer a delay is recalled, the
longer the duration of the task afterward is recalled.
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Table 7.2: Regression model predicting estimated duration of the game round (in
seconds). DelayEstimation and NeedForCognition are centered. Random intercept
is fit based on the weekday.
Covariate
Intercept
DelayEstimation
CountDuration
Age

7.3

Estimate
SE
22.953 0.831
0.328 0.166
1.585 1.013
-0.012 0.079

t (288) Pr ( > |t|)
27.617
< .0001
1.978
< .05
1.565
0.119
-0.147
0.883

Discussion

This study investigated the effect of feedback speed shown during the delay on
time perception and duration recall. Experiment 4 showed that the speed of the
countdown shown during the same delay significantly affects decision-making in
the subsequent task and task satisfaction. In this study, I asked: why is a faster
countdown more tolerable?
To answer this question, participants were asked to estimate the delay duration
after the game was ended. Verbal estimation method [9] was used. The previous
experiment showed that a nonlinear countdown is not beneficial when the speed of
the countdown is increased. Thus only the primary conditions of the previous experiment were considered for this experiment. As discussed earlier, Ahn, Liu, and
Soman [1] presented a model of time perception/recall that suggests that ”memory
markers” serve as anchors for time estimation. The more memory markers are encoded in the mind for a specific time period, the longer the duration of that period
is recalled. However, that duration is perceived to be shorter at the moment [1].
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In this study, the hypothesis is that changes in the countdown can act as memory
markers, which can affect how delay duration is recalled. If countdowns act as
memory markers, it is expected that the duration of the delay is recalled longer.
However, the delay is expected to be more tolerable for the users at the moment
of experience (the latter is shown in Experiment 3). The findings provide evidence
supporting the memory markers model proposed by Ahn, Liu, and Soman [1], as
well as showing that duration recall is affected the same way, even if a short time
is passed from that duration. Additionally, I hypothesized that delay recall can
also affect how the duration after the delay is recalled. The results confirmed both
hypotheses. As the speed of the countdown increased, the duration of the delay
was recalled to be significantly longer. Additionally, delay recall reliably affected
how the duration after the delay was recalled: the longer the delay was estimated,
the longer the duration after the delay was estimated.
An interesting observation was that people, mostly, underestimated time intervals. This is in agreement with findings of Francis-Smythe and Robertson [30],
who suggested that time passing is underestimated by people who consider themselves as good time managers, which may be a strategy to enhance the sense of
control over time. They also showed that many people underestimate the duration
of the retrospective intervals. These results, however, are in contrast with findings
of Burt and Kemp [17], who showed a general tendency to overestimate time intervals and also suggested that it may be a strategy that gives a feeling of control over
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time and reduces stress. Finally, age significantly affected retrospective duration
estimation. As age increased, underestimation increased and the duration of the
delay was estimated significantly shorter.

Chapter

8

Gender Differences
In this chapter, gender differences are investigated. Results from Experiments 2
and 3 suggest such an effect. Understanding gender differences is essential to
accurately model the effects of biases and individual differences on timing decisions.
As discussed in Chapter 2, the existence of gender differences in timing decisions
is to be expected. Women seem to be less risk-seeking compared to men [84], they
employ different strategies in financial decisions Powell and Ansic [84], and seem
to be comparatively more risk-taking towards losses [90].
Gender differences also affect temporal discounting Dittrich and Leipold [27],
which is interpreted as impatience in the literature. However, as discussed in Chapter 2, I believe that impatience is only one factor affecting temporal discounting.
The hypothesis is that impatience can be reflected differently by individuals, and
by people of different genders. In this chapter gender differences in the effect of
impatience is investigated.
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In the following sections, I investigate the aforementioned effects of impatience
on the behavior of men and women separately.

8.1

Gender Differences in Experiment 2

In order to more explicitly test for existence of gender differences in impatience,
data from Experiment 2 (introduced in Chapter 5) is re-analyzed. To review, 123
participants recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk took part for compensation
that included an incentive-compatible bonus. Participants played 10 rounds of
“Game 2 - Impatient Cookie Monster”, which is described in Chapter 3. In this
game, the opponent played exactly once during the game, and the participants
were asked to either check (play) before the opponent’s move (early condition), or
after it (late condition). Participants in both early and late conditions were also
assigned to either of two different trial durations (5 and 15 seconds). Participants
were given only one chance to check, and based on the experimental condition, the
best strategy was to either play early (at the beginning of the game), or late (at
the very end). This experiment studied impatience in a situation where decisionmaking was dynamic and the rational choice was clear. Experiment 2 concluded
that participants performed reliably better in the early condition, and showed a
consistent preference to play early.
With a view of gender differences, another behavior was taken into account,
which was not discussed earlier in Chapter 5. In that experiment, I also recorded
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how many times participants pressed check impulsively, despite the fact that they
only had one chance (which was explained clearly for them). A check was considered impulsive when the check button (or the space key) was pressed repeatedly,
even though the button was deactivated and hidden after the first time. The number of times the space bar was pressed (or the area on the screen was clicked) was
recorded.
The timing of each check, as well as the number of impulsive attempts for
checking are analyzed for men and women separately and reported in the next
section.

8.1.1

Results

In this experiment, ∆t was defined as the time delay between the start of the
game and participant’s check in the early condition, and the time delay between
participant’s check and the end of the game in the late condition. The recorded
number of times participants pressed “check” impulsively is shown with N ump .
5-second and 15-second games are labeled short and long respectively.
The hypothesis is that the behavior of both men and women are influenced by
impatience, but they might reflect it differently. Using linear-mixed effect models,
∆t and N ump in early and late conditions, and in the short and long duration
games are investigated. Random intercept varying by participant is fit in all the
models.
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Table 8.1: Regression model predicting ∆t in the long (15-second) game. NeedForCognition and RoundNum are centered. Random intercept based on participants ID is fit.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
t
Pr ( > |t|)
Intercept
1.028 0.964 1.066
0.291
genderM
1.032 1.244 0.830
0.410
NeedForCognition
-0.116 0.061 -1.898
0.062
log(RoundNum)
-74.793 14.841 -5.040
< 0.0001
genderF:condLate
4.025 1.263 3.187
< 0.005
genderM:condLate
3.258 1.049 3.105
< 0.005
Table 8.2: Regression model predicting ∆t in the short (5-second) game. NeedForCognition and RoundNum are centered. Random intercept based on participants ID is fit.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
t
Pr ( > |t|)
Intercept
0.280 0.467 0.600
0.551
genderM
0.483 0.524 0.923
0.360
NeedForCognition
-0.007 0.018 -0.394
0.695
log(RoundNum)
-0.191 0.060 -3.175
0.002
genderF:condLate
1.432 0.546 2.624
< 0.05
genderM:condLate
0.891 0.313 2.846
< 0.01

Both men’s and women’s ∆t was affected by the experimental condition. They
both had a significantly higher ∆t in the late condition, which showed that they
failed to wait until the end of the game to make their check. Tables 8.1 and 8.2
show the modeling results. Participants’ ∆t decreased as they progressed in the
game, which reflects a general learning effect over the rounds in both men and
women.
In the shorter game, no reliable effect of condition was observed on N ump (men:
se = 0.212, z = −0.829, p = 0.407; women: se = 0.359, z = −1.198, p = 0.231).
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Table 8.3: Regression model predicting N ump in the long (15-second) game. NeedForCognition is centered. Condition by itself (shown in the last two rows of the
table) is not meaningful in predicting numbers pressed, since in the early condition,
more time is available to press the key after the first check.
Covariate
Estimate
Intercept
2.614
genderM
-0.868
NeedForCognition
-0.039
log(RoundNum)
-0.017
genderF:condLate
-1.601
genderM:condLate
-0.475

SE
0.310
0.401
0.020
0.020
0.409
0.342

z
Pr ( > |z|)
8.438
< 0.0001
-2.163
< 0.05
-1.950
0.05
-0.871
0.384
-3.919
< 0.0001
-1.389
0.165

This is sensible as 5 seconds is too short for pressing a key several times. In the
longer game and in the early condition, where people had to wait longer for the
game to end, a significant difference between N ump of men and women is observed
(see Table 8.3). Men’s N ump is significantly less than women’s, which indicates
that women impulsively pressed the key significantly more than men (se = 0.384,
z = −2.053, p < 0.05).
No correlation is observed between either ∆t, or N ump and the measured risk
propensity.

8.2

Gender Differences in Experiment 3

In this section, gender differences in reflecting impatience is investigated using the
data from Experiment 3 (see Chapter 6). To review, 701 participants recruited on
Amazon Mechanical Turk took part for compensation that included an incentive-
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compatible bonus. Participants played 6 rounds of the modified “Game 1 - Cookie
Monster”, which is described in Chapter 3. In this game, the opponent played
exactly once during the game and the participants were asked to decide on the
check times to catch the action of the Cookie Monster. Each check, and each second
of latency in catching the opponent came with costs. Participants experienced a
fixed-length, 15-second delay before each round started, which was accompanied
by a countdown. The speed of the countdown was manipulated in experimental
conditions and participants were randomly assigned to any of the seven conditions
of the experiment, i.e., NoWait, 5CD, 10CD, 15CD, 5CDM, and 15CDM (see
Experiment 3, Chapter 6). This experiment allowed us to study the effect of
impatience on timing decisions. Experiment 3 concluded that impatience affected
(1) participants’ ∆t, which reflected how early/frequently participants placed a
”check”, (2) participants’ ∆trational , which reflected how close to a rational model
the participants played, (3) their choice of live, which was an irrational choice that
enabled participants to receive information faster, for a few second, and with no
gain, and came with costs, and (4) task satisfaction.
In this section, the aforementioned effects of impatience on ∆t, ∆trational , choice
of live, and task satisfaction are investigated in the primary conditions (5CD,
10CD, and 15CD), and for each gender separately.
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Figure 8.1: ∆t measured in hundredths of seconds for each condition, for men
(on the left) and women (on the right). Lower values reflect earlier/more frequent
checks. 95% confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.

8.2.1

Results

Gender differences in ∆t: ∆t, which represented how early/frequently participants checked, is visualized for men and women separately in Figure 8.1. As
discussed in Chapter 6, a change in ∆t in different conditions can reflect a change
in the level of participants’ impatience.
In a linear mixed-effects model, the effect of countdown manipulation on participants’ ∆t is investigated separately for men and women. As in Experiment 3, the
model predicts men’s and women’s ∆t based on round number, need for cognition,
risk propensity, and the duration of each count in the countdown (1 for 15CD, 1.5
for 10CD, and 3 for 5CD). Round number reflects participants’ proficiency in the
game. Need For Cognition (NFC), which is the tendency to engage in thinking [75]
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Table 8.4: Regression model predicting ∆t for different genders. Predictors are
centered.
Covariate
Intercept
genderM
NeedForCognition
RiskPropensity
RoundNum
genderF:log(CountDuration)
genderM:log(CountDuration)

Estimate
5.594
0. 670
0.014
0.002
0.249
-0.133
-1.163

SE
t
Pr ( > |t|)
0.373 14.983
< 0.0001
0.482 1.391
0.166
0.010 0.712
0.477
0.016 0.134
0.894
0.097 2.575
< 0.05
0.544 -0.245
0.807
0.494 -2.354
< 0.05

reflects how much individuals enjoy and are desired to think. A random intercept
grouped by participant and a random slope based on CountDuration are fitted.
Men’s ∆t is significantly affected by the speed of the countdown (se = 0.494,
t = −2.354, p < 0.05). Men who saw faster countdowns played significantly less
frequently than the ones who saw slower countdowns. Women’s ∆t, however, does
not seem to be affected by the countdown manipulation (se = 0.544, t = −0.245,
p = 0.807). Results are shown in Table 8.4.
Gender differences in ∆trational : ∆trational , which represented how close participants played to a rational model, is visualized for men and women separately
in Figure 8.2. As discussed in Chapter 6, a larger ∆trational reflects a check that
is farther from what a rational model suggests. Although participants are not
expected to play rationally, this measure shows how rationality changes between
conditions, as a result of the induced impatience.
In a linear mixed-effects model, the effect of countdown manipulation on participants’ ∆trational is investigated for men and women separately. As in Experiment 3,
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Figure 8.2: ∆trational measured in hundredths of seconds for each condition, for
men (on the left) and women (on the right). Higher values indicate earlier checks.
95% confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.
Table 8.5: Regression model predicting ∆trational for different genders. Predictors
are centered.
Covariate
Intercept
genderM
NeedForCognition
RiskPropensity
log(RoundNum)
genderF:log(CountDuration)
genderM:log(CountDuration)

Estimate
0.439
-0.697
-0.021
-0.002
-0.335
0.160
1.024

SE
t
Pr ( > |t|)
0.320 1.374
0.171
0.413 -1.689
0.093
0.018 -1.179
0.239
0.014 -0.114
0.909
0.092 -3.621
< 0.0005
0.505 0.316
0.753
0.462 2.217
< 0.05

the model predicts men’s and women’s ∆trational based on CountDuration, taking
into account the effects of round number, need for cognition, and risk propensity.
A random intercept grouped by participant and random slope based on CountDuration are fitted. Results are shown in Table 8.5.
Men’s ∆trational is significantly affected by the speed of countdown (se = 0.462,
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Table 8.6: Regression model predicting choice of live. Predictors are centered.
Covariate
Intercept
genderM
log(RoundNum)
NeedForCognition
RiskPropensity
genderF:log(CountDuration)
genderM:log(CountDuration)

Estimate
-9.067
0.687
-0.122
-0.013
-0.017
5.266
3.560

SE
1.127
1.013
0.201
0.035
0.029
1.355
1.206

z
Pr ( > |z|)
-8.045
< 0.0001
0.678
0.498
-0.610
0.542
-0.360
0.719
-0.571
0.568
3.887
0.0001
2.952
< 0.005

t = 2.217, p < 0.05). Men who saw faster countdowns played significantly closer to
what a rational model suggested compared to those who saw slower countdowns.
Women’s ∆trational , however, does not seem to be affected by the countdown manipulation (se = 0.505, t = 0.316, p = 0.753).
Choice of live: In another model, the effect of countdown manipulation on the
choice of live is investigated. The model uses CountDuration, NFC, risk propensity, and round number to predict choice of live. A random intercept grouped by
participant and a random slope based on CountDuration are fitted. Results are
shown in Table 8.6. The choice of live is significantly affected by the speed of countdown for both men and women. Men and women who saw the slower countdowns
paid to choose live significantly more than those who saw faster countdowns.
Overal satisfaction: Task satisfaction, which was measured based on the
comments participants left at the end of the experiment is investigated for men
and women separately. Positive comments are predicted based on CountDuration.
NFC is taken into account, as the tendency to think deeply can affect participants’
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Table 8.7: Predicting positive comments based on countdown condition.
Covariate
Intercept
genderM
NeedForCognition
RiskPropensity
genderF:log(CountDuration)
genderM:log(CountDuration)

Estimate
-1.462
0.497
0.056
-0.016
-0.027
-1.226

SE
0.316
0.397
0.020
0.012
0.463
0.451

z
Pr ( > |z|)
-4.634
< 0.0001
1.251
0.211
2.874
< 0.005
-1.248
0.212
-0.059
0.953
-2.717
< 0.01

comments. A random intercept grouped by participant and a random slope based
on CountDuration are fitted.
The number of men’s positive comments is significantly affected by the speed
of the countdown. Men who saw faster counts left reliably more positive comments
(se = 0.451, z = −2.717, p < 0.01). However, the number of women’s positive
comments is not affected by the speed of the countdown (se = 0.463, z = −0.059,
p = 0.953). Results are shown in Table 8.7.

8.3

Discussion

This chapter explored gender differences in the effect of impatience on the behavior
of men and women. The data from Experiment 2 (see Chapter 5) and Experiment 3
(see Chapter 6) was used and the observed effects of impatience were investigated
for men and women separately.
Analysis of results of Experiment 2 showed that women fail to wait until the
end of the game in the late condition, despite the fact that waiting guarantees
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receiving the bonus. Further, in shorter games and in the early condition, women
impulsively

1

pressed a valueless key. I believe that this number represents an

impulsive action made as a result of induced impatience. However, this behavior
was not observed among men.

2

Although both men’s and women’s ∆t were strongly affected by impatience in
Experiment 2, the results showed that only men’s ∆t is affected in Experiment 3.
A major difference between these two experiment was the difficulty of finding the
best strategy to play. Although the rational solution of the second experiment was
immensely straightforward, the best strategy for the third experiment was difficult, if not impossible, to find. The key to solving the game through reasoning was
understanding that the hazard rate increases after each unsuccessful check, as new
information is obtained after each check. The results from the two experiments are
likely compatible with a model that has men perceiving hazard rates differently
when becoming impatient: as men become impatient, the perceived hazard rate
might increase (which would explain why they played more frequently in Experiment 3). In contrast, a women’s reaction to impatience resulted in an increase
in impulsive actions (which would explain why they pressed the inactive check
frequently in Experiment 2, and failed to wait until the end of the game in exper1
“impulsive” is defined by Carver [19] as “a tendency to act spontaneously and without
deliberation”
2
There is a potential confound. If women were less attentive to the technical description of
the task, they might have mistakenly believed that once they press the button, the game would
end. In that case, it is expected to see a a lower number of attempts, because after the first few
presses of the key, it would be evident that pressing the key does not end the trial. However,
actual number of checks is relatively high (mean: 10.55, range: [1,424]).
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iment 2). Both men and women showed an information foraging behavior, which
increased as they became more impatient. Finally, men’s impatience affected their
overall satisfaction of the game, as they reflected their impatience by leaving less
positive comments. However, women’s overall satisfaction of the game was not
affected by the level of impatience.
Further research is required to investigate and validate such models. Understanding why people make irrational decisions requires better models of how individuals make those decisions. Rather then reflecting a hypothetical average human
being, it is necessary to find models that take individual differences, such as gender,
into account. This chapter suggested differences in how impatience is reflected by
men and women. Although gender differences were out of the scope of this research,
the results discussed in this chapter set foundation for further investigations.

Chapter

9

Contributions to HCI and User
Interface Design
Delays are inevitable in several real-life situations. They can be due to computational limits of computers, limited capabilities of humans to perform tasks, or even
lack of enough human resources. Examples include but are not limited to downloading and installing an application or operating system, waiting for a page to
load or a scan to be completed, or even waiting for the remaining time of a workout.
Figure 9.1 shows a few of these examples. In many situations delays are necessary
to facilitate resource sharing (such as a traffic light), or to produce revenue by
showing an advertisement. Often, users receive visual feedback about these delays
(e.g., through progress bars, percentages, or countdowns). Countdowns are useful
tools in these situations to manage expectations, specifically where progress bars
cannot be used (e.g., due to limited screen size or where continuous feedback is in-
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Figure 9.1: Examples of countdowns faced daily: completing a virtual gym workout, e.g., on a smart-phone application showing the remaining time of an exercise
(from Ab Workout app), watching advertisements while waiting for a video to play
(from YouTube), or waiting at a red light.
effective). Feedback provided during delays helps users manage expectations, and
direct attention elsewhere, which can affect perception of the duration of delays.
Several studies have focused on improving the feedback shown during delays,
mostly by manipulating progress bars, which is a common type of feedback. For
example, Harrison et al. [45] manipulated the speed of progress bars, which affected users’ duration perception. In addition, a backward moving and decelerating progress bar was shown to be most desirable [44]. Further, using an active
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progress bar is suggested where users can switch to another task (such as a game)
during a delay [51]. The proposed methods helped reduce the perceived waiting
time. However, progress bars cannot be used in all applications, especially where
the screen size is limited, or where continuous feedback is ineffective. In addition,
progress bars have limitations. For example, the length of a progress bar is limited
to the screen size. However, a countdown does not have such limitation and can
start from a very large number. As a result, countdowns are easy to manipulate as
they are not limited to screen size (as progress bars are), or to a maximum number
(as percentages are). Countdown manipulation can be simply done by choosing
a start value and a speed function. Nevertheless, manipulating countdowns and
investigating the effects of using them as a type of feedback have seen limited
attention. Thus, countdowns were used in Experiments 3 and 4 as the type of
feedback provided during delays.
Waiting impacts user satisfaction, loyalty [7]. Feedback improves users’ tolerance of waiting times [71]. The nature of the feedback does affect task satisfaction [45] and it also affects the way users use an interface [74]. However, the
consequences of impatience for what a user does following the delay are relatively
understudied. In one study, it was shown that short system delays (between 0.5
to 2 seconds) do not impact accuracy in a simple task that was not intellectually
demanding [42]. Experiment 3 presented in this dissertation investigated longer
delays, where the task after the delay required a higher cognitive load. It showed
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that delays and their perception can affect the quality of decisions in the subsequent task: impatience caused by delays resulted in earlier and more frequent
actions. Experiment 3 addressed: (1) whether impatience is persistent, extending
beyond the delay, and (2) how it affects the task following the delay. If delays
negatively affects the following task, the next question is: what can a designer do
about them?
Experiments 3 and 4 investigated different ways to manipulate time perception
in search for ways to decrease impatience and increase task satisfaction. Experiment 4 investigated users’ time perception and duration recall for different countdowns. We know that time passes faster when more changes happen [43] and this
can be why faster countdowns reduced impatience in Experiment 3. Several factors, such as the level of attention and activity affect time perception [5, 8, 11,
79]. That is why someone waiting in a line perceives 15 minutes much longer than
someone who is working hard and has 15 minutes left to a deadline. All of such
factors can also influence one’s perception of delays. Experiment 4 addressed: (1)
how do people recall the duration of a delay (accompanied by feedback) later?,
and (2) is it necessarily in line with how tolerable the delay is experienced at the
moment? In other words, does a faster feedback also improve how a user recalls
the delay?
Experiments 3 and 4 in this dissertation proposed new insights for feedback
design by answering the aforementioned questions. Implications of these results
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for human-computer interaction are discussed in details in the following chapters,
and a new experiment is introduced to further investigate the effects of countdown
manipulation on users’ impatience.

9.1

Experiment 3 - Implications for HCI

While waiting affects user’s satisfaction and can result in negative behavioral and
emotional consequences, the perceived waiting time plays an important role in
moderating those consequences [7, 101]. In many situations people see countdowns
during a delay or while waiting for a task to be started/completed. Examples of
these countdowns are not limited to situations where the user is inactive, such as
waiting at a traffic light. They are also used to show the remaining time of a task,
such as a workout. While people’s perception of the speed of time passing changes
based on their level of activity [8, 11, 79], reducing impatience would be useful in
all situations, regardless of the situation and activity.
In Experiment 3 (Chapter 6), countdowns were manipulated, which significantly affected users’ impatience, or in other words, their perception of delays.
While the delay was kept constant, the starting number of the countdown (and
thus the speed of the counts), was varied. Faster countdowns reduced impatience
and resulted in better decisions afterwards, whereas people in the conditions with
slower counts became more impatient and played more frequently.
In addition, a higher rate of positive comments was received from participants
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in the faster countdown conditions. This shows that this manipulation not only
affected people’s impatience and decision-making, but also affected their task satisfaction.
Surprisingly, participants who experienced the 15-second delay accompanied
by a fast countdown were more positive about the game compared to people who
did not experience any delay (NoWait). Akin to a website with a faux progress
bar, which gives the impression that a computer program is hard at work, participants may have been impressed by the system. The message saying ”saving the
checks” may have made the system seem more sophisticated. This suggests that
experiencing a small delay accompanied by an appropriate feedback design does
not necessarily affect users negatively, and it can even affect them positively.
Finally, nonlinear countdowns, which used the speed function proposed by Harrison et al. [45], only improved decision-making in the slow countdown (5CDM),
but it neither affected decision-making in the fast countdown (15CDM vs. 15CD),
nor affected task satisfaction. This evidence suggests that making countdowns
faster is more effective than making them non-linear, which I believe could also be
true for progress bars.
More questions about the mechanisms behind the effect remain. Specifically, it
is not clear from the third experiment: (1) how time perception is affected by the
countdowns, and (2) whether a manipulation of duration perception also affects
perception of the subsequent duration.
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9.2

Experiment 4 - Implications for HCI

In Experiment 3 (Chapter 6), the effect of feedback speed shown during the delay
on time perception, timing decisions, and task satisfaction was investigated. The
speed of the countdown shown during the same delay significantly affected decisionmaking in the subsequent task and task satisfaction. Faster countdowns improved
decision-making and task satisfaction. Experiment 4 (Chapter 7) investigated why
a faster countdown was more tolerable. The hypothesis was that duration perception and delay recall are affected by the speed of the countdown. Understanding
the answer to these questions helps provide more guidance for interface design,
and better understanding of users’ behavior and perception.
To address this question, participants were asked to provide an estimation of
the delay duration after the game ended in Experiment 4. Ahn, Liu, and Soman [1]
presented a model of time perception/recall that suggests that memory markers,
episodic memory traces based on cognitive or sensory experiences, serve as anchors
for time estimation. The more memory markers are encoded in the mind for a
time period, the longer the duration of that period is recalled. However, that
duration is perceived to be shorter while experiencing it [1]. The hypothesis of
Experiment 4 was that changes in the countdown can act as memory markers,
which can affect how delay duration is perceived and recalled later. If countdowns
act as memory markers, it is expected that the duration is recalled longer. However,
the delay is expected to be more tolerable for the users (which we know is true from
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Experiment 3). Additionally, I hypothesized that delay recall can also affect how
the duration after the delay is recalled. The results of Experiment 4 confirmed these
hypotheses. As the speed of the countdown increased, the duration of the delay
was recalled to be significantly longer. Additionally, delay significantly affected
how the duration after the delay was recalled: the longer the delay was estimated,
the longer the duration after the delay was estimated.
The countdowns that were investigated in Experiments 3 and 4 were decreased
slower than or equal to one count per second. One question related to interface
design, which is a follow-up question, is whether increasing the countdown speed
is always beneficial, or there is an optimal speed that is preferred by users. To
better understand the design limits, another experiment with different countdown
conditions is used to investigate countdowns that progressed faster than one count
per second. The hypothesis is that speeding up the countdowns to make delays
more tolerable has a limit (as more changes means more information processing).
After some point, increasing the speed may be no longer beneficial and the feedback
might become less desirable. To address this question, time perception, satisfaction
and performance are investigated in another experiment, which is discussed in the
next section.
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9.3

Experiment 5

9.3.1

Method

Experiment 5 is identical to Experiment 4, except for the countdown speeds that
are used in the experimental conditions: participants completed the same survey,
played the same game, and were asked the same questions that measured time
perception through the verbal estimation method. However, for this experiment,
countdowns that progress faster than 1 second were also used to cover a wider
range of countdown speeds. The conditions of this experiment were as follows:

• 5CD: The 15-second delay was accompanied by a message ’saving the checks’
and a countdown from 5 to 1. Therefore, each count lasted 3 seconds.
• 15CD: The 15-second delay was accompanied by the same message and a
countdown from 15 to 1. Each count lasted 1 second in this condition.
• 20CD: The 15-second delay was accompanied by the same message and a
countdown from 20 to 1. Each count lasted 0.75 seconds in this condition.
• 30CD: Participants experienced the same 15-second delay and saw the same
message and a countdown from 30 to 1. Each count lasted 0.5 seconds in
this condition.
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9.3.1.1

Participants

538 North-America-based volunteers were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(298 female and 240 male, age mean: 36.4 years, [18,71]).

1

Their attention was

controlled during the game. Data from 7 participants (4 women and 3 men) was
discarded as they failed to pass the attention checks. Each participant received an
initial payment of $0.40 and a bonus according to their performance in the game.
Participation was limited to the U.S. residents who had at least 50 approved HITs
and a prior Mturk approval rate of 96% or higher. 2 Participation was also limited
to those who had not played this game before.

9.3.2

Results

This section presents how the new countdown speeds affected task satisfaction and
timing decisions. I then present how participants’ estimation of the delay and the
duration after the delay are affected by the new countdowns.

9.3.2.1

Task Satisfaction

To study whether increasing the speed of the countdown is always beneficial, task
satisfaction in Experiment 5 is investigated. As in Experiments 3, task satisfaction
is measured by analyzing participants’ comments. To review, leaving a comment
at the end of the experiment was optional, thus many participants left without
1
2

See Appendix F for more details about the demographics of the participants.
Data was gathered over different weekdays.
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leaving any comments. Given the fact that leaving a comment was not required, it
can be certainly concluded that those who spent time to leave a positive comment
(which is literally money on Mechanical Turk) have been very satisfied with the
experiment, despite the relatively large delay.

3

Another method to measure

task satisfaction was to directly ask participants to report it (for example using
a Likert scale). I chose not to directly ask the participants about their opinion,
because: (1) participants on Mechanical Turk try to maximize their bonus, and
it was possible that including rating as a part of the experiment affect ratings
(as participants might have thought that a higher rating can affect their bonus),
and (2) a proper attention check, similar to those in the survey and in the game,
was not as easy to be applied, because there is no right and wrong answer to
this question (so participants may have chosen their answers randomly). Although
analyzing the comments that are left voluntarily limits the feedback received from
the participants, it is the same for all the conditions and it is guaranteed that those
participants who left the positive comments did indeed enjoy the game.

4

Positive comments were tagged using both an automated keyword spotting
and manual verification to ensure that no false positive/negatives exist. The effect of countdown manipulation on task satisfaction was investigated. Results
are shown in Figure 9.2. For all the speeds, except for 30CD (which was hy3

Some examples of the positive comments are: ”This was a lot of fun”, ”That sure was
different, thank you and best wishes on your research!”, ”Thanks for letting me participate. It
was very interesting”.
4
The satisfaction threshold is set to a higher level using this approach: those who are willing
to spend their time to leave a positive comment after the experiment is done.
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Figure 9.2: The proportion of positive comments for each condition. Standard
Errors are shown. 95% confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.

pothesized to be too fast and not beneficial anymore), task satisfaction seems
to increase as the speed of the countdown increases. A linear model is fit to
study whether the difference is significant. The modelling results suggest a trend
(se = 0.249, z(531) = −1.909, p = 0.056).5 As hypothesized, 30CD seems to result
in a lower task satisfaction. Further investigation is needed to study why despite
fast countdowns being more preferable (for speeds equal or slower than 0.75 count
5

A regression model is fit predicting type of the comment based on CountDuration (how long
each count lasts in the countdown). CountDuration is log-transformed as time is not perceived
linearly. 30CD is not included in the model. Gender and Need for Cognition are fit as predictors.
The interaction of gender and CountDuration was significant. Similar to the results discussed in
the previous chapter (Chapter 8), men who saw faster countdowns, excluding the 30CD condition,
left significantly more positive comments (se = 0.428, z(531) = −2.551, p =< 0.05).
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per second), making countdowns too fast is not desirable anymore.
As participants on Mechanical Turk try to maximize their bonus money, it
was investigated whether the comments were affected by the bonus they received.
The purpose of such investigation was to make sure that the comments were only
affected by the countdown manipulation. No effect of bonus was found on the
comment type (se = 1.263, z = −0.077, p = 0.939).

9.3.2.2

Timing

Additionally, I investigated how time perception affected decision-making in the
task. As previous experiments showed, impatience results in a smaller ∆t between
the checks. So far it is shown that a faster countdown (with more changes) affects
delay recall. If these counts act as memory markers, it is also expected that the
delay itself is more tolerable for users when more markers are present, because
time is expected to pass faster when more memory markers exist (despite being
recalled to be longer afterwards) [1].
Further, if making countdowns too fast is no longer desirable for the users
(as seen in the task satisfaction section), it is expected that the performance is
not improved in 30CD. Results are shown in Figure 9.3. Two linear models are
fit, one including 30CD and one excluding it. In both, Participants’ ∆t in the
game is predicted based on their delay estimation, the measured need for cognition
(as it affects strategy), and round number (to take learning effect into account).
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Figure 9.3: ∆t in seconds for each condition. Lower values indicate earlier checks.
95% confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.

When 30CD (the countdown hypothesized to be too fast) is excluded, those who
estimated the delay longer performed significantly better in the game and had
a larger ∆t (which reflects more patience in this game). Table 9.1 shows the
modeling results. This is in line with the model of memory markers [1]: although
those delays are recalled to be longer when more memory markers exist, the delay
seems to have been more tolerable for the users at the moment of experiencing it,
resulting in less impatient behavior during the game.
When 30CD is included, the effect is not observed and the results only suggest a
trend (se = 0.022, t = 1.752, p = 0.081). This is consistent with the results of task
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Table 9.1: Mixed-effects regression model predicting average ∆t of subjects in
all game rounds. EstimatedDelay and NeedForCognition are centered. Random
intercept is fit based on the weekday.
Covariate
Intercept
EstimatedDelay
NeedForCognition
RoundNum

Estimate
SE
t (2655) Pr (> |t|)
5.388 0.132
40.940 < 0.0001
0.047 0.019
2.531
< 0.05
0.010 0.017
0.573
0.567
0.202 0.026
7.730 < 0.0001

satisfaction, as it also suggests that despite benefits of fast countdowns, making
them too fast is not necessarily beneficial anymore: an optimal speed exists that
is more desirable for users.

9.3.2.3

Delay Estimation

Participants’ delay recall was investigated and compared with the results in Experiment 4 to confirm the replicability of the results. A linear mixed-effects model is fit
to predict the estimated duration of the delay based on the countdown speed. Age
is fitted as a predictor. Results are shown in Table 9.2. As in Experiment 4, the
speed of the countdown shown during the same delay significantly affected delay
duration recall. Participants who saw faster countdowns estimated the duration
Table 9.2: Regression model predicting the delay estimation (in seconds). CountDuration represents how long each count lasted in the countdown condition (in
seconds). Age and CountDuration are centered.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
t (531) Pr ( > |t|)
Intercept
9.719 0.403 24.088
< 0.0001
CountDuration
-3.063 0.405 -7.568
< 0.0001
Age
-0.078 0.035 -2.220
< 0.05
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Figure 9.4: Delay estimation for each condition. The actual duration of the delay
was 15 seconds in all conditions. 95% confidence intervals are obtained using
bootstrapping. The horizontal line shows the actual duration.

to be longer after the task was completed (se = 0.405, t = −7.568, p < 0.0001).
Results are also shown in Figure 9.4.

9.3.2.4

Estimation of Game Round Duration

Next, the effect of delay perception on time perception in the subsequent task
is investigated. Figure 9.5 shows the estimated duration of the task following the
delay, based on the estimated duration of the delay. A linear mixed-effects model is
fit, predicting duration estimation (estimated duration of the game round, which

Actual Delay Duration

Estimated Duration of the Task after the Delay (s)
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Figure 9.5: Estimated duration of the task following the delay, based on the estimation of the delay before the task. The actual duration of the delay was 15
seconds and the actual duration of the task following the delay was 30 seconds in
all conditions. The gray band shows 95% confidence level interval for predictions
from a linear model.

does not include the delay) based on delay estimation and Age. Results are shown
in Table 9.3. As in Experiment 4, delay perception affected the perception of the
subsequent duration (se = 0.077, t = 2.778, p < 0.01). The longer a delay was
recalled, the longer the duration afterwards was recalled.
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Table 9.3: Regression model predicting estimated duration of the game (in seconds). Predictors are centered. Random intercept is fit based on the weekday.
Covariate
Intercept
DelayEstimation
Age

9.3.3

Estimate
SE
25.611 0.725
0.213 0.077
-0.040 0.064

t (531) Pr ( > |t|)
35.329
< 0.0001
2.770
< 0.01
-0.581
0.562

Discussion

Experiment 5, introduced in this chapter, focused on a wider range of countdown
speeds and covered those that decrease faster than 1 second. The results suggest
that there may be a maximum speed limit that is most preferable for the users.
In other words, although speeding up the countdown is beneficial, as it improves
task satisfaction and decision-making in the task following the delay, Experiment 5
showed that increasing the speed has limits. If the countdown is ”too fast” (the
definition of which may vary in different situations and for different interfaces), it
may no longer be beneficial. In other words, the results suggest that increasing the
speed is no longer beneficial in 30CD. In 30CD, each count lasted only 0.5 second.
Considering the feedback speed investigated in this study, and in Experiment 3, a
countdown changing every 0.75 seconds seems to be optimal and both task satisfaction and decision-making seem to be impaired by a faster countdown (changing
every 0.5 seconds). This may be rooted in humans’ ability of processing information and needs to be investigated in future research. The effect of countdown speed
on time perception, however, existed even for 30CD.
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Figure 9.6: Progress bars used alone, or along with percentages. I recommend
using countdowns along with these progress bars. In these examples, which show
operating systems being updated, adding countdowns can be beneficial. For some
of such firmware updates, stopping the process can cause harm to the system.
Additionally, if counts in the countdown acted as memory markers, the delay
in the fast countdown (with more memory markers) was expected to be more
tolerable. This indeed was supported by the results related to the decisions in
the game (for all except for 30CD, which was hypothesized to be too fast). Task
satisfaction also showed a trend that supported this hypothesis.
Finally, the results of Experiment 5 verified replicability of the results of Experiments 3 and 4. It also suggested that speeding up the countdown (with limits)
improves decision-making in the following task, as well as task satisfaction. Time
perception and duration recall were affected in all conditions, regardless of how
fast the countdown was.
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9.4

Implications for Design

The findings of Experiments 3, 4, and 5 suggested that feedback speed can have
different effects on decision-making, time perception, and duration recall. In other
words, the results indicated that the decision on choosing the feedback speed is
important, and the design may need to vary based on the specific user interface.
That is to say, there are trade-offs between how the delay is perceived at the
moment of experience and how it is recalled afterwards. As a result, it is important
to decide on the feedback speed based on the application.
An example of where a faster countdown could be beneficial is when showing
progress during an operating system installation. It is necessary that users do
not interrupt an OS installation due to impatience, as stopping such processes
could cause harm to the system. Therefore, how the delay is perceived at the
moment of experience can be much more important than how it is recalled in the
future. Further, an advertising company may prefer to improve how tolerable the
advertisements are at the moment, as more people will see the whole advertisement
(as opposed to skipping it). So a faster countdown would be more beneficial in
these situations.
Further, I believe adding fast countdowns to red traffic lights may be beneficial,
because Traffic safety is affected by impatience. Wissinger, Hummer, and Milazzo
[111] investigated red light running and reported impatience as one of the most
frequently mentioned reasons of red light running in focus groups. Long, Liu,
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and Han [62] showed that lights with countdown assist drivers’ decision-making
and reduce hazardous maneuvers. Chiou and Chang [20] showed that red signal
countdowns enhance intersection efficiency. According to the results presented in
this dissertation, using red lights with a faster speed of countdown can moderate
impatience and affect the behavior of drivers and pedestrians.
On the other hand, for virus protection software, it may be more important
that users recall the duration of the scan as shorter, because this can increase
the tendency to start future scans. Further, we know that users postpone major
upgrades due to their negative experience of long waiting times [110]. Therefore, if
users recall the duration of an application update as shorter, it is more likely that
they will update the application in a timely manner. This is important as such
updates may fix important privacy and security issues.
Aside from delay duration perception, I have shown that decision-making in
the task following the delay is significantly affected by delay perception and recall.
Thus, in situations where decision-making in the task after the delay is important,
faster countdowns can be beneficial. Examples would include an online shopping
website, where customers’ impulsive decisions due to impatience can impose costs
on the company (e.g., the cost for returning items). Other examples include waiting
at a red traffic light, which can affect timing decisions and would benefit from UI
with a fast countdown, and countdowns before a game starts.
Finally, in situations that both delay perception and recall are important, for
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Table 9.4: Suggestions for the use of countdowns
Suggested
countdown Speed

Situation

Example

Minimizing delay perception
at the moment is important

OS installation, advertisements, downloading files, microwave and oven counters

Fast

Minimizing delay recall is Virus scan, OS and applicaimportant
tion upgrades

Slow

Decision-making after the
delay is important

Red traffic light,
shopping websites

Fast

Minimizing both delay perception and delay recall are
important

Boot or shutdown process,
spinning pinwheel when
switching tasks on a display

Online

Medium

example, for a computer’s boot or shutdown process, a medium-speed feedback
would be beneficial. Table 9.4 provides examples of different situations, where
each of these countdown speeds can be beneficial.
The flexibility of a countdowns is an advantage for such manipulation. In situations where very long delays are expected, having a pause in progress bars and
percentages is inevitable, due to their limitations. Thus, in those situations, I suggest using countdowns, either alone, or along with progress bars (e.g., Figure 9.6).
It is worth emphasizing that the context in which the countdowns are being
manipulated is important. As an example, this would be a good manipulation
for red lights (to decrease the level of both pedestrians’ and drivers’ impatience).
However, I do not recommend this manipulation in situations where people need
an accurate estimate of the remaining time (e.g., green lights, for which people
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need to estimate whether they have enough time to cross the street or not). If this
manipulation is made in such contexts, it should be emphasized to people that the
counts do not represent the remaining seconds.

Chapter

10

Moral Decision-making about Time:
How an Impatient Act is Perceived
This chapter investigates the perceived appropriateness of actions that can be as a
result of impatience. It investigates to what extent it would be morally acceptable
to save one’s time by making others wait. Such decisions are very common in
daily life. For example, a person running toward a closing elevator has the choice
to re-open the elevator, which causes a small delay for the people inside it. The
benefit would be saving the time it takes to wait for another elevator. The cost
appears to be minimal, in the order of seconds. However, is it appropriate to push
the button to hold an elevator, or to open it, while there is one person waiting
inside it? How about when there is a large group of people waiting? What if the
elevator is very old and it takes a long time for it to re-open and close?
In practice, these decisions are rarely dilemmatic, and time benefits and costs
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are small. However, research suggests that neuro-cognitive processes involved in
these decisions are in common with those that involve complex dilemmatic decisions and are evocative of moral emotions [46].
Research on moral decision-making has mostly focused on the development of
theories that emphasize the role of reasoning and higher cognition in moral decisions. In the past decade, the role of intuition and emotional processes has become
an important focus, when studying human decision-making [40]. Further, the effect of available time and time-pressure on moral decisions is well-studied in the
moral-decision making literature. In most of the scenarios used for studying moral
decision-making cost is either people’s lives, or is monetary. However, despite the
prevalence of scenarios that involve temporal costs, decision-making has received
little attention when a time-based currency expresses costs and benefits affected
by decisions.
This chapter investigates how cost is perceived in such scenarios. I study the
extent to which it would be morally acceptable to save one’s time by making others wait.Are people sensitive to the number of people involved, time, or the overall
cost? As an example, is it appropriate to push the button to hold or re-open an elevator door, while one person is waiting inside it? Would the appropriateness change
if there is a large group of people waiting instead? I ask what people consider to
be moral in these situations, and if the perceived appropriateness changes based
on group size or the waiting time. Amir, Kogut, and Bereby-Meyer [4] showed that
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when the cost is monetary, people cheat an individual opponent less often than a
group of opponents (mostly when the cost is presented in global terms), even if the
cost for that individual is equal to the cost for each individual in the group. They
also showed that when the cost for each individual in the group is given explicitly,
participants cheat groups and individuals equally, regardless of whether the victim
is a single person or a group of people (especially if the cost/harm to individuals in
the group is minor) [4]. The scenarios in this chapter do not involve cheating, and
the actions in the scenarios are generally compatible with social norms. However,
they have similarities in nature to the situation in the aforementioned work, as
people are saving time for themselves, but the cost is making an individual or a
group of people wait. First, I ask whether people are sensitive to group sizes, when
the cost is time, and the cost is equal for one individual versus each individual in
a group. Afterwards, I ask if people are sensitive to the overall cost. I define
the overall cost as the product of time and number of people waiting, and study
whether people also define cost this way or they perceive cost differently.
Further, cost and values are not necessarily perceived rationally. Discounting
happens in several ways. Temporally, we discount the value of later rewards, thus
prefer a smaller but sooner reward [36]. Green, Fry, and Myerson [37] showed
that the degree of temporal discounting decreases with age. Further, values are
discounted based on social distance: social discounting is usually introduced as the
amount of money one is willing to decline, so that another person can receive a
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specific fixed amount of money. The second person in the scenario can be someone
in the immediate family, or only an acquaintance. Discounting happens as the
social distance decreases [52, 53, 86]. The trade-off addressed in this chapter has
similarities to what social discounting introduces, with two major differences: (1)
the cost/reward is time. I study temporal costs, in situations that has temporal
costs for others, but it would be beneficial for a single person and saves him/her
time. (2) Instead of changing the social distance, the number of people involved
in the scenarios is varied. The scenarios involve people whom the person has not
met before.
Two experiments are introduced in this chapter. In the first experiment (Experiment 5), group size is varied, but cost (waiting time) is constant, regardless of
whether a group is waiting or an individual is waiting. In the second experiment
(Experiment 6), total cost is constant in each scenario, but (1) number of people
and (2) time are varied (e.g., making one person wait for K seconds while making
a group of N people wait for K/N seconds). The hypothesis is that if people act
rationally, they should be sensitive to the group size in the first experiment, and
to the overall cost in the second.

10.1

Experiment 6

In this experiment, I focused on the number of people as the cost and kept the
time constant. In other words, everyone in the scenario had to wait for a constant
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T seconds (T changed based on the scenario), regardless of the number of people
involved. The question is whether people are sensitive to the number of people
involved in scenarios, and whether their rating of appropriateness changes based
on the number of people involved.

10.1.1

Method

10.1.1.1

Procedure

An online study, run on Amazon Mechanical Turk, evaluated how people rate the
appropriateness of actions that save one’s time, but comes with the cost of making
others wait. Different scenarios and possible choices of action were provided, where
participants were asked to rate the appropriateness of the action in each scenario
on a 7-scale measure. The questionnaire included six main scenarios and actions. 1
Two test scenarios and three integrity scenarios were added to ensure that the
participants read the scenarios and actions carefully.
Using the six scenarios, people’s opinion about taking one’s time for T seconds,
compared to N people’s time for T seconds each was compared. As I was interested
to study whether or not people are sensitive to the number of people involved in
scenarios, three different conditions were used for each scenario where the number
of people that were negatively influenced by the action varied: (1) a single person
paid the cost, (2) a medium-sized group of people (defined based on the scenario)
1

Additional data was gathered for two other conditions with monetary costs, which are not
discussed here.
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paid the cost, and (3) a large group of people paid the cost. For each scenario,
participants were assigned to one of these conditions randomly. Scenarios are in
pairs: in each pair the same story is told from two different points of view: (1) the
person who acts, (2) the person who is being affected by the action, to remove any
existing Narrator’s Bias. The complete list of scenarios is provided in Table D.1
of Appendix.
Three scenarios are included as integrity tests. In the middle of these scenarios
the participants are directly instructed to choose a certain answer (e.g., choose
the rightmost answer). These scenarios are only used to filter out those who did
not pay attention to the scenarios and gave random answers without reading the
scenarios carefully. An example of these scenarios can be found in Table 10.1. The
data from participants who failed to answer any of these questions accurately is
removed.
Additionally, two scenarios are included to check how deeply participants think
about the appropriateness of the actions in the scenarios. These two questions
involve actions that are expected to be considered inappropriate by the majority
of people. The action in these scenarios involves a poor, and a rich person stealing
the money left as a tip in a restaurant. These scenarios can be found in the
Appendix, Table D.3. An example of each type of the aforementioned scenarios
can be found in Table 10.1.
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Table 10.1: Example of the scenarios used in the experiment
Scenario type
Main

example
Scenario: John needs to get to a different floor in the
high-rise building he works in. Just when he gets to the
elevator, the doors are already closing. There are N people
in the elevator. John can push the elevator call button
right now. If John pushes the button to re-open the door,
it will take 30 seconds for it to open and close again. The
’close’ button inside the elevator does not work.
Action: John pushes the button and opens it.

Attention check

Scenario: John is very wealthy and there is one restaurant that he goes to very often. One day he notices that
someone has put a $10 tip on the desk next to him and no
one is in the room. There are no videos monitoring the
restaurant.
Action: John takes $10 and replaces it with a $1 or $5
bill.
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Integrity check

Scenario: John has a homework deadline tonight and
it is already 1pm. John has lots of questions about the
homework questions and cannot find anyone who can help
him. Suddenly he sees one of his teachers. This question
is not like the other parts, we just ask you to go ahead
and choose the rightmost option. It is necessary to choose
the rightmost option to get your task approved.
Action: John asks his questions

Each participant was assigned to one of the three combinations of the scenarios.
In all of these combinations, participants experienced all the conditions (a single
person, a medium-sized group, or a large group involved) in different scenarios.
The order of the scenarios was random and changed for each participant.

10.1.1.2

Participants

113 volunteers were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk (57 male and 56 female,
age: [18,81]). 2 Participation was limited to U.S. residents who had a prior MTurk
approval rate of 96% or higher and who had completed equal to or greater than 50
2

See Appendix F for more details about the demographics of the participants.
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HITs. 21 participants failed to answer the integrity and attention check questions
and were removed from the results (14 male and 7 female, age=[21,81]).

10.1.2

Results and Modeling

The average rate for appropriateness of actions in each scenario is visualized in
Figure 10.1.
A linear mixed effect model is fit to the data, predicting rating of appropriateness based on condition (group size). Gender, age, and education level are
condition
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Figure 10.1: Average rate of appropriateness for each scenario, on a 7-scale (1
being totally inappropriate and 7 being totally appropriate), per condition. 95%
confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.
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Table 10.2: Linear mixed effect model predicting the rating for appropriateness of
actions. Condition: mid is the base group.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
t (552) Pr (> |t|)
Intercept
4.196 0.585
7.167
< 0.001
condition: low
0.468 0.168
2.792
< 0.01
condition: high
-0.538 0.155 -3.477
< 0.001
gender
-0.017 0.230 -0.075
0.940
age
0.019 0.011
1.751
0.083
education
-0.132 0.100 -1.319
0.191

controlled for. Two random intercepts based on participants’ ID and scenario are
fitted. Table 10.2 shows the modeling results. Rating for appropriateness significantly increased as the number of people involved decreased (condition: low
has a significantly larger rating compared to condition:mid (medium), and condition:high has a significantly lower rating compared to condition:mid (medium)).
A trend can be recognized, suggesting that age might affect the ratings: an increase in age could increase the rate of appropriateness of actions. These results
showed that people are rationally sensitive to the number of people involved in the
scenarios.
Furthermore, another linear mixed effect model is fit, which predicts the rating
of appropriateness based on the exact number of people involved (a continuous
value rather than categorical). Gender, age, and educational level are controlled
for. Two random intercepts based on the participants’ ID and the scenario are
fitted. It was observed that the number of people involved significantly affected the
rate of appropriateness: the more people involved, the less appropriate a scenario
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Table 10.3: Linear mixed effect model predicting the rating for appropriateness of
actions. Two random intercepts based on participants’ ID and scenario are fitted.
Covariate
Intercept
log(numPeople)
gender
age
education

Estimate
4.232
-0.105
-0.002
0.018
-0.134

SE
t (552) Pr (> |t|)
0.564
7.498 < 0.0001
0.022 -4.847 < 0.0001
0.228 -0.007
0.994
0.011
1.701
0.092
0.100 -1.344
0.182

is rated to be (se = 0.003, t = −3.036, p < 0.005. AIC = 2132.6.). Based on
the Akaike information criterion (AIC), best model was achieved when number of
people was log transferred (se = 0.022, t = −4.847, p < 0.0001. AIC = 2118.5.), as
represented by Table 10.3. These results reflect discounting (based on a logarithmic
function of the number of people involved), when rating the appropriateness of
actions.
Did participants actually think about the scenarios and provide reasonable answers? All participants provided reasonable answers to the stealing
scenarios (attention checks). As expected, the action is rated to be very inappropriate in both scenarios, showing that they deeply thought about the actions and
scenarios. In both scenarios, one was stealing money by replacing a $10 tip left
on a table at a restaurant with $1 or $5 and keeping the rest to himself/herself.
In one scenario the person was poor, and in the other he/she was wealthy. Since
stealing money is ethically inappropriate, it is expected that participants rate the
action to be inappropriate, in both conditions.
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Table 10.4: Linear mixed effect model predicting the rating for appropriateness of
actions in the scenarios involving stealing money, for those who passed the test and
whose data was used in Experiment 5. Education level did not affect the rating,
neither it improved the model, thus it was excluded from the model.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
Intercept
1.294 0.089
condition:wealthy
-0.098 0.041
gender
-0.051 0.052
age
-0.007 0.003
education
-0.009 0.023

t (184) Pr (> |t|)
14.561 < 0.0001
-2.395
0.019
-0.0982
0.329
-2.217
0.029
-0.420
0.675
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Figure 10.2: Average rate of appropriateness for the two test-scenarios, on a
7-scale, before (on left) and after (on right) removing the ones who failed the
attention check (1 being totally inappropriate and 7 being totally appropriate).
The action in both scenarios is rated as highly inappropriate. 95% confidence
intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.
Figure 10.2 demonstrates the results for these two situations. A linear mixed
effect model is fit to predict rating for the action by a poor vs. wealthy person.
Although the action of both is rated to be highly inappropriate, stealing by a
wealthy person is rated to be significantly more inappropriate (see Table 10.4).
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These results show that participants thought about the scenarios, before rating
them, and provided reliable responses.

10.2

Experiment 7

Results of the previous experiment confirmed that people are generally sensitive to
the group size when rating appropriateness of making others wait. In scenarios in
Experiment 5, cost was reflected as the number of people involved in the scenario,
because waiting time was not changed based on different group sizes. The objective
of this experiment is to look more directly at the overall cost, which also includes
waiting time. Therefore, I define total cost as (number of people)∗(waiting time).
Unlike in Experiment 5, where a constant T was used for each scenario and the
number of people involved in scenarios (N ) was the only variable that changed,
in this experiment I ask what people think about taking one’s time for T seconds,
comparing to taking N people’s time for T /N seconds. In other words, both T
and N will be varied based on the experimental condition.

10.2.1

Method

10.2.1.1

Procedure

In this experiment, comparable to Experiment 5, participants completed a similar
questionnaire, which included (1) demographic questions, (2) main scenarios, (3)
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integrity questions (to check that the participants are reading the scenarios), and
(4) attention check (to ensure that participants think about the scenarios). Some
changes has been made to the main scenarios for the purpose of this experiment, as
well as some improvements in the way scenarios were presented. In Experiment 5
scenarios, a single name was used. There is a possibility of bias towards one
gender’s names or towards a specific name. Although I believe that the results
were not influenced by a gender bias, as no gender differences are observed in the
answers, in this experiment names of both genders, as well as a larger variety of
names, were used. An additional scenario is also included in this experiment, as
compared to Experiment 5.
In a test run with about 10 participants (to check that the experiment is running
properly on Mechanical Turk), I noticed that the responses to the Plane scenario
were different from the other two scenarios (Elevator and Car). These results were
not statistically meaningful, due to the small number of participants, however, they
suggested a difference between the nature of scenarios. Thus, another scenario was
added, which was closer to the Plane scenario in nature. The differences between
the two scenario types were: (1) in the plane scenario, the actor had earned his/her
position to be in the front; however, in the other two scenarios the action was purely
impatience, and (2) In the other scenarios, people were losing time, whereas in the
plane scenario people were not necessarily losing time, but they were just made
to wait before seating. That is to say, participants could have assumed that the
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plane will leave on-time anyway. The new scenario, which is called the Theater
scenario, is as below:
Theater Scenario: Sarah is in the line to enter a theater. She has bought
the ticket online and has saved it in an app on her phone. When it is her turn to
enter, she notices that she is logged out from the app, where her ticket is saved.
Due to poor internet connection, it will take T seconds to log back in. She has the
choice to exit the line and let others pass. She will need to go behind everybody
in that case. If she does not exit the line, she will hold up the line and the others
need to wait until she logs in and finds the ticket. There are N people behind her.
The tickets have seat numbers.
Action: Sarah starts logging in and does not exit the line.

The four scenarios are categorize into two different types as below. The hypothesis is that the cost of these actions may be perceived differently, depending
on the scenario type.

• Type 1: Car and Elevator scenarios. In these scenarios, the action reflects
an impatient behavior, where the person is saving time by making others
wait. Everyone will achieve their desired goal, but with a delay, due to this
impatient act.
• Type 2: Plane and Theatre scenarios. In these scenarios, the action can
also reflect an impatient behavior. The person is saving time and achieving
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his/her goal faster, by making others wait while standing on their feet. However, there are two major differences: (1) Waiting does not necessarily affect
the outcome time-wise (e.g., the plane may still leave on-time), but it does
affect the comfort of the people waiting. (2) The person who is responsible
for the action, in these scenario types, has somehow earned his/her position
in the front (e.g., by arriving earlier and waiting longer in line).

As in experiment 5, each scenario was presented to participants twice. In one,
the participant was assumed to be one of the people who was made to wait, and
in the other, the participant was assumed to be the person who took the action.

10.2.1.2

Participants

In this experiment, 294 volunteers were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk
(112 male, 181 female, and 1 unknown, age:[19,68]).

3

Participation was limited

to U.S. residents who had a prior MTurk approval rate of 96% or higher and
who had completed equal to or greater than 50 HITs. 47 participants (20 male,
17 female, and 1 unknown, age:[19,65]) failed to answer the integrity or attention
check questions and were removed from the results. Each participant was randomly
assigned an experimental condition.
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Figure 10.3: Average rate of appropriateness for each scenario, on a 7-scale (1
being totally inappropriate and 7 being totally appropriate), per condition. 95%
confidence intervals are obtained using bootstrapping.

10.2.2

Results and Modeling

Figure 10.3 shows the ratings for each scenario. The two scenarios on the left
are scenarios that are categorized as Type 1, and the two scenarios on right are
those that are categorized as Type 2. In Type 1 scenarios, there seems to be
no significant difference between different conditions, which suggests that people
are sensitive to the total cost, as opposed to the number of people involved. As
discussed before, total cost is defined as (number of people)∗(waiting time). This
3

See Appendix F for more details about the demographics of the participants.
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is the rational, overall cost of the action. However, in Type 2 scenarios, people
seem to be sensitive to the number of people, as opposed to the total cost, and
the ratings of appropriateness seem to increase as the number of people involved
increases.
A mixed effect regression model is fit to predict rating of appropriateness. Due
to important differences in natures of Type 1 and Type 2 scenarios, the possibility
that cost is perceived differently based on the scenario type is taken into account.
The model predicts rating based on the total cost, number of people involved,
time, and the demographic information that was gathered from the participants,
i.e., gender, age, and education level. Two random intercepts are fit based on
participant ID and scenario. Number of people is log-transformed, as previous
experiment suggested a discounting behavior and log-transforming the number of
people improved the model. The interactions of the scenario type with cost and
number of people is also taken into account. Results are presented in Table 10.5.
As hypothesized, a significant difference between responses in Type 1 scenarios, versus Type 2 scenarios was observed (se = 0.360, t = −11.868, p <
0.0001). In Type 1 scenarios, people were sensitive to the overall cost, as indicated by the significant changes in rating with the changes in the overall cost
(number of people ∗ waiting time). This shows that the participants understood
the overall cost and acted rationally when facing these scenarios: a larger cost
resulted in a lower rating of appropriateness.
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Table 10.5: Linear mixed effect model predicting rating of appropriateness of actions, for all scenarios. Two random intercepts based on the participant and the
scenario are fit.
Covariate
Estimate
SE
t (1976) Pr (> |t|)
Intercept
6.395 0.2371
26.976 < 0.0001
Type2
-4.274 0.360 -11.868 < 0.0001
cost
-0.037 0.003 -12.131 < 0.0001
log(numPeople)
0.091 0.085
1.063
0.288
time
0.007 0.003
2.399
0.017
genderM
0.138 0.137
1.008
0.315
age
0.001 0.000
1.459
0.146
education
-0.137 0.051
-2.673
0.008
Type2:cost
0.039 0.003
12.186 < 0.0001
Type2:log(numPeople)
0.367 0.062
5.938 < 0.0001

Type 2 scenarios, however, were rated differently. People were sensitive to
the number of people in a different way: the rating for appropriateness of actions
increased when more people were waiting. It was observed that cost was also
perceived differently. This suggests that cost was perceived from the point of view
of the person who acts, as opposed to those who are waiting. In other words, if
someone has earned her/his position in front of the line, it seems to be acceptable
to let him/her finish what he/she wants to do. As the number of people waiting
increases, his/her action is rated to be more appropriate: waiting is perceived from
the point of view of the person who has earned his current position, especially since
his/her action may not affect the timing of the ultimate goal.
To better understand how cost was perceived in each of the scenario types, two
different mixed effect regression models are fit for each scenario Type. Results
are presented in Tables 10.6 and 10.7. The first model, which predicted ratings
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Table 10.6: Linear mixed effect model predicting rating of appropriateness of actions, for the Type 1 scenarios: Car and Elevator scenarios. Two random intercepts
based on the participant and the scenario are fit.
Covariate
Intercept
cost
log(numPeople)
time
genderM
age
education

Estimate
6.632
-0.033
-0.022
-0.001
0.134
0.001
-0.093

SE
t (988) Pr (> |t|)
0.260 25.484 < 0.0001
0.003 -9.595
0.0001
0.018 -1.248
0.212
0.003 -0.289
0.772
0.159
0.842
0.400
0.000
2.505
0.013
0.060 -1.564
0.120

Table 10.7: Linear mixed effect model predicting the rating for appropriateness of
actions, for Type 2 scenarios: Plane and Theatre scenarios. Two random intercepts
based on the participant ID and the scenario are fit.
Covariate
Intercept
cost
log(numPeople)
time
genderM
age
education

Estimate
3.146
0.002
0.014
-0.002
0.137
-0.000
-0.178

SE
t (988) Pr (> |t|)
0.264 11.913 < 0.0001
0.001
2.875
< 0.05
0.003
5.524 < 0.0001
0.002 -1.031
0.303
0.179
0.764
0.446
0.000 -0.030
0.976
0.067 -2.646
< 0.01

for Type 1 scenarios (Car and Elevator), shows that people were sensitive to the
overall cost. Rating of appropriateness decreased significantly when the overall
cost increased. An interesting observation was that the rating of appropriateness
increased with age, which suggests that people become more patient as they get
older. The latter observation was not hypothesized and needs further investigation.
The second model, which is presented in Table 10.7, predicts rating for Type 2
scenarios (Plane and Theatre). In this type of scenarios, people seem to perceive
the cost from the point of view of the actor, as opposed to those who are kept
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waiting. Rating of appropriateness significantly increased as the number of people
increased (it also increased with cost). In other words, if someone has earned
his/her position, it seems to be acceptable for him/her to make others wait in order
to finish his/her task first. An interesting observation was that in this scenario
type, rating of appropriateness decreased as the education level increased.

10.3

Discussion

This chapter studied the extent to which people consider it moral and acceptable to take N people’ time (N >= 1), in order to save their own time. People
were provided with different scenarios, where an individual was saving time for
himself/herself by making others wait. In each scenario, people rated the appropriateness of the action of saving time by making N people wait for t seconds. In
Experiment 6, T was kept constant and N varied, to only focus on the group size
as the cost. In Experiment 7, however, both N and t were varied to study whether
people are sensitive to the overall cost: (number of people) ∗ (waiting time).
Results of Experiment 6 showed that people were sensitive to the group size
involved in the scenario, and the rating of appropriateness was significantly affected
by the number of people involved in the scenarios. Unlike the findings of Amir,
Kogut, and Bereby-Meyer [4], who showed that when cost is presented in global
terms, people cheat an individual person less often than a group of opponents, the
results discussed in this chapter showed that in scenarios that involve time as the
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cost, (and the action is not cheating for money, but involves taking people’s time)
people rate taking one’s time to be significantly more appropriate than taking a
group’s time.
Furthermore, cost was discounted by the participants, as log-transforming the
number of people improved the model, when predicting participants’ ratings of
appropriateness of actions in scenarios. In Experiment 7, both time and number
of people were varied, while the total cost was kept constant for each scenario.
The nature of the scenario affected cost perception, and as a result, the rating of
appropriateness. When the action was an act of impatience and influenced others’
plans time-wise (e.g., influenced arrival at a location), people were sensitive to the
overall cost: (number of people) ∗ (waiting time), and rating of appropriateness of
actions in those scenarios were significantly affected by the overall cost. However,
when the person in the scenarios earned his/her position to be in front and his/her
action did not necessarily affect the event time (e.g., departure of a flight), such
as in the plane scenario, the cost was perceived differently. People perceived cost
from the point of view of the actor in those scenarios, as opposed to those who had
to wait: the more people waiting (which also means the more people he/she had
to wait for if he/she wanted to postpone his/her action), the more appropriate the
action was perceived. Similar results were observed for cost.
In practice, in most of these situations, people do not have much time to think
about their actions. In this experiment, however, participants had as much time
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as they needed to think about these scenarios. Suter and Hertwig [100] have
shown the impact of available time on moral judgments for personal dilemmas that
portray harm as a means to an end: given more time, people gained more cognitive
control, which increased prevalence of their ethical decisions. However, the effect
of available time was not observed in personal problems with harm depicted as a
side-effect or in impersonal problems. If this result also stands for moral decisions
on time, the time people had to think about the situations while answering the
survey should not strongly affect their responses. Otherwise, if available time is
a factor in moral decisions about time, this judgment is expected to affect all the
scenarios in the same way. Thus the difference of ratings among different conditions
(different N and t values) is not expected to change significantly.
Another important difference would be whether people actually count the number of people, given the limited time for decision-making, if they face these scenarios in real world. For example, when a person runs toward an elevator, does
he/she actually pay attention to the number of people inside the elevator, and
estimate the group size, prior to pressing the button to stop it? People may not be
able to calculate the exact cost at the moment of experience, and their action and
interpretation of appropriateness may be different from these results. However,
the difference is because of the incomplete information they have at that moment,
due to limited time, and not because of a difference of opinion between what they
act and what their responses are in these experiments.
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Further, a trend was observed in the first experiment, suggesting that the rate
of appropriateness increases with age. In the second experiment, a significant effect
of age on ratings was observed and rating increased with age. This is while rating
of appropriateness of actions involving stealing money (which was only used for filtering the data) decreased significantly with age. This is an interesting observation
and is in-line with findings of [67], who investigated age-related slowing of event
timing and stated that people’s preferred rate for tracking events becomes slower
as they get older. While further investigation is required to draw conclusions, the
current results suggested that people either (1) become more patient as they get
older, (2) judge and perceive these wait times to be shorter (as Craik and Hay
[21] also showed that duration judgment decreases as people become older), or (3)
they get used to these scenarios, as a result of having more experience in these
scenarios, which can lead to a recall bias as well [87].

Chapter

11

Conclusions and Suggestions
This dissertation investigated the effect of impatience on timing decisions. Timing
decisions are decisions on when to act, as opposed to the common question of what
to do. These decisions are prevalent in real life. Examples include several safety,
security, and health-related scenarios, where acting early and late can both lead
to substantial costs or losses (e.g., cancer screening). Despite the importance of
timing decisions, they have seen relatively limited attention compared to desecrate
decisions. Thus, this dissertation proposed a timing game as a platform to study
this category of decisions.
Timing decisions, similar to the other categories of decisions, can be affected by
several biases. Due to the nature of the timing decisions, I hypothesized that they
may be affected by additional biases that do not exist when decision-making is discrete, as the differences in time perception may also lead to additional cognitive biases. Therefore, this dissertation (1) investigated the effect of impatience (induced
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by a delay or waiting period) on people’s decision-making and task satisfaction,
(2) presented an effective approach to moderate impatience and its consequences,
and (3) investigated the mechanisms of the observed impatience behavior. Furthermore, people’s perception of the morality of impatience acts were investigated.
This chapter provides a review of the most important conclusions drawn from this
research, presents a brief summary of the contributions, and provides suggestions
for the future research.

11.1

Conclusions

A summary of the most important findings of this dissertation is presented below:
Effects of risk propensity and impatience on timing decisions: In
the first experiment, two different behaviors of people that affected rationality of
decisions were investigated. The first was risk propensity, which is defined as one’s
willingness to take risks. Risk propensity was previously proposed to affect timing
decisions by Reitter, Grossklags, and Nochenson [88]. The second behavior, which
was the main focus of this dissertation, was impatience.
The games introduced in this dissertation were used to study timing decisions.
Risk taking behavior affected rationality of people’s actions mostly in the shorter
game rounds and in the beginning of the round. However, a different behavior was
found to affect people separately, which was stronger in longer games and in late
rounds. This behavior was hypothesized, and later confirmed, to be impatience
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(defined in the first experiment as a tendency to act early, regardless of the underlying probability distribution of winning). In shorter tasks (shorter game rounds),
a model that takes both risk propensity and impatience into account seems to
represent humans’ behavior the best. However, in longer rounds the effect of risk
propensity on timing decisions was no longer observed. These findings indicate
that impatience is a strong bias, affecting timing decisions, which affects people’s
decision making when the duration of the task is longer. As this dissertation aimed
to study and moderate impatience, these findings provided valuable insight about
how to modify the game (by making the game round longer and increasing the
inactive time), to better study the effects of impatience on timing decisions.
Impatience in timing decisions: The effect of impatience is mostly addressed in the literature as a tendency to choose an earlier option, which leads to
temporal discounting. Impatience, however, is only one of the many parameters
that affect temporal discounting [28]. Thus I believe that its effects on decisionmaking cannot be thoroughly explained by temporal discounting. This dissertation
studied impatience as an independent bias, and presented the effects of impatience
on decision-making. Two effects were observed for impatience: (1) a tendency
to act early or more frequently, and (2) a tendency to receive information faster,
with cost, without any gain, and only for a few seconds. Furthermore, the results
suggested that impatience reduces task satisfaction.
Making rational dynamic decisions is critical in many real-life situations. How-
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ever, people usually fail to make rational choices or follow pre-defined policies
because of their personal biases and traits. Understanding these biases and personality traits is the first step to convince them to make more rational decisions.
The findings of this dissertation show how impatience affects timing decisions. This
knowledge is extremely valuable, as a precise picture of how personal traits and
common biases influence timing decisions would be of interest for designing tutoring systems and for training people whose successful, rational decision-making can
make a difference in domains such as personal health, national security, or public
safety.
Impatience moderation and time perception: The next step after identifying biases is finding approaches that moderates them. To this end, impatience
was manipulated in this dissertation using fast countdowns. I showed that impatience induced by delays can be successfully moderated, and the negative consequences of this bias can be significantly reduced using fast countdowns. Information processing requires attentional resources and processing a significant amount
of information leaves fewer resources for time estimation; therefore resulting in paying less attention to the passing of time [5, 60]. Furthermore, according to Ahn,
Liu, and Soman [1], memory markers, which can be in any sensory or cognitive
form, are encoded in the mind for a time period. The more memory markers are
encoded in mind for a time period, the longer the duration of that period is recalled. However, that duration is perceived to be shorter at the moment [1]. Thus
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another hypothesis was that faster countdowns may be able to provide more information during the equally long delay, and the counts may act as memory markers.
As a result, when seeing faster countdowns, time was expected to pass faster for
people and impatience was hypothesized to be reduced.
The empirical studies provided in this dissertation confirmed these hypotheses.
Impatience was reduced when people saw faster countdowns during the equally
length delay: those who saw faster countdowns played significantly closer to a
rational model, had a higher satisfaction, and acted rationally later than those who
saw a slower countdown. Furthermore, time perception measured using the verbal
estimation method [9] confirms that altered time perception is the mechanism
behind this effect. Based on the findings, effects predicted by the memory markers’
model exist, despite the fact that the time interval between experiencing the delay
and estimating it was relatively short and the markers were very simple, in shape
of counts. Those who saw faster countdowns, had a better experience of the game,
and made significantly better decisions in the game. However, later, they estimated
the duration of the delay significantly longer than those who saw the slower counts.
Furthermore, the findings show that not only countdowns with different speeds
affect delay perception and delay recall, but also affect how the duration after the
delay is recalled.
These findings suggested that impatience can be successfully moderated by a
fast countdown, and its negative effects can be reduced. Furthermore, the results
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showed that the model of memory marker suggested by Ahn, Liu, and Soman [1]
works even when the markers are as simple as counts in a countdown, and even if
time estimation is inquired shortly after the experience.
Age and impatience: The results of the experiments on time perception
(Experiments 4 and 5) and on moral decision-making about time (Experiment 6
and 7) suggested an interesting effect of age on how people perceive time intervals,
and how they evaluate the appropriateness of acts of impatience.
It is known that life span affects time measurement [67]. The preferred period
hypothesis suggests that people have different preferred rates for tracking events,
which becomes slower as people get older [67]. The results of this dissertation also
suggest that people become more patient over time. As age increased, past delays
were estimated to be significantly shorter. Furthermore, rating of the appropriateness of impatience acts significantly increased with age. One argument would be
that as age increases, people get more exposure to delays, and as a result learn to
become more patient. However, this explanation is neither supported by the delay
estimation results in this dissertation, nor by the preferred period hypothesis that
suggests slowing of a preferred rate of event tracking across the life span. A better
explanation may be that time perception is affected as people get older, and delays
or waiting periods are perceived shorter, and as a result, people become more patient over time. These results and the latter explanation are also in line with the
findings of Green, Fry, and Myerson [37], who showed that the degree of temporal
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discounting decreases with age.
Gender differences: The hypothesis that men and women react differently to
induced impatience was examined, as understanding gender differences is essential
to accurately modeling the effects of biases and individual differences in timing
decisions. Gender differences do affect how individuals value future rewards in
temporal discounting [27]. Women accept delayed gratification considerably more
than men. Dittrich and Leipold [27] concluded that women tend to be more patient
compared to men.
Although those results reflected gender differences in temporal discounting,
as opposed to impatience itself, the findings of this dissertation are in line with
this conclusion. While both men and women reflected impatience by a tendency to
receive information faster, only mens’ timing of actions were affected by impatience,
and only mens’ overall satisfaction (or expression of their satisfaction) was affected
by impatience. Women, on the other hand, impulsively pressed a button that was
inactive in Experiment 2. A possible confound is that women who participated paid
less attention to the technical descriptions and mistakenly thought that pressing
the button several times may help them proceed to the next round faster. It
can be hypothesized from these results that although impatience in both men and
women results in an information foraging behavior or impulsivity (which can affect
decision-making indirectly), it only changes mens’ strategies when making timing
decisions. It can also be concluded from the results that impatience only changes
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men’s satisfaction of the task following the delay.
Implications for HCI: Computer users face delays daily. It can be due to
downloading a file, installing an application or operating system, or even watching
an advertisement that is played in the middle of a YouTube video. Although it
was generally known that delays affect user satisfaction, the consequences of what
a user does after experiencing the delay was investigated in this dissertation. The
findings suggest that delays not only affect task satisfaction, but also affect the
quality of decisions after facing a delay. This may be extremely important in a
variety of situations that users use the computers to perform an important task or
make an important decision. Furthermore, the results suggest that impatience can
be significantly manipulated and moderated by showing a fast countdown during
the delays. The findings of this dissertation provide valuable insights on how to
design feedback for delays, as there are trade-offs. Faster countdowns reduce impatience at the time of experience and improve decision-making after the delay.
However, faster countdowns affect delay recall negatively, and those who see faster
countdowns recall the duration of the delays significantly longer. As a result,
in situations that delay recall is more important (e.g., the duration of scanning
computers for viruses would be better to be recalled shorter, so users do not postpone it), slower countdowns are preferable. Whereas, when delay perception and
decision-making in the task after the delay is important (e.g., when installing an
operating system, or for a red traffic light), faster countdowns are beneficial.
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Perceived appropriateness of impatience acts: In many situations, we
can make decisions and take actions that can save us time. These actions can be
an act of impatience (e.g., not being patient enough to wait for the next elevator),
as a result of being in a hurry (e.g., holding the elevator to avoid the short period
of waiting for the next one due to affordability of the consequences), or simply
because one needs more time than was originally assigned to him/her. Actions in
all these situations can come with the cost of making others wait. In this dissertation, it was investigated whether people understand the cost of such actions, and
whether they consider it appropriate to make others wait so that they can save
themselves time. Two different parameters that can affect cost in these situations
(waiting time and number of people) were varied, and total cost was defined as a
product of these two parameters. Results show that people are rationally sensitive
to both these parameters, when judging appropriateness of the aforementioned actions. Furthermore, the findings suggested important differences in how cost was
perceived, depending on the nature of the scenarios. When the action seemed to
be purely an act of impatience (e.g., re-opening an elevator), people were sensitive
to the total cost (number of people ∗ waiting time). However, when the action was
made by someone who had earned presidency (e.g., who was the first in the line),
or the action did not necessarily affect the ultimate timing of the goal (e.g., departure of a plane), then the appropriateness of the actions seemed to be evaluated
differently, and in favor of the person with precedence.
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11.2

Future Work

Positive Delay: The results of the third experiment show that a short delay
accompanied by a fast countdown not only has no negative effects on computer
users, but may also have positive influences. Rationality of decisions and task
satisfaction were both improved when a short delay that was accompanied by fast
countdowns existed, as opposed to when no delay existed. This may have impressed
the users, thinking that the game was sophisticated. Future work is required to
confirm whether very small delays accompanied by fast countdowns can actually
be beneficial.
Gender Differences: This study presented gender differences in expression
of impatience, and suggested explanations about how impatience is reflected by
men and women. As the main focus of the study was not investigating gender differences, future research is needed to provide more insight on how men and women
express impatience, to confirm the aforementioned hypotheses and explanations.
Applications: Future research can utilize the results of this research to investigate possible applications toward improvements of some existing interfaces. An
example of a very simple interface would be traffic lights. As the results indicated,
timing decisions are affected by impatience. Therefore, waiting at a red light for a
long time can result in impatience, and may increase the chance of accidents. The
first step to investigate this would be using fast countdowns with red lights and
studying drivers’ behavior through simulations.
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Furthermore, I suggest adding countdowns to progress bars in applications
with long delays. The rationale would be benefiting from both having a visual
progress bar and a fast moving countdown. Future work needs to investigate if
adding countdowns to progress bars is beneficial. Such study can directly compare
these two types of feedback to investigate whether the more flexible nature of the
countdowns makes them more efficient and beneficial to use with delays.

11.3

Summary of Contributions

A summary of the most important findings of this dissertation is as below:
1. This dissertation suggested a new game, inspired by the existing timing
games, that can provide a platform for studying timing decisions. This
game can be used to study decisions on when to act, and was used here
to investigate how impatience affects timing decisions.
2. Impatience was shown to be a factor affecting timing decisions. This bias was
compared and contrasted to one’s risk propensity (which is known to affect
timing decisions). Results showed that the relative effects of risk propensity
and impatience on timing decisions changed based on one’s proficiency in the
task and the duration of the task.
3. Impatience caused by a delay was successfully manipulated and moderated.
A faster countdown shown during an equally-long waiting period significantly
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improved people’s subsequent choices and satisfaction.
4. Speed of countdown shown during a delay significantly affected time perception. The results suggested that time passes faster when seeing a faster
countdowns. However, a trade-off was observed when deciding on the appropriate feedback speed, as delay accompanied by faster countdowns was later
recalled longer. The findings has implications for user interface design, as
they help determine a suitable strategy for choosing a proper feedback speed,
depending on the desired outcome.
5. Fast countdowns not only affected delay perception and delay recall, but also
affected how the duration after the delay is recalled.
6. Two effects were identified as the consequence of the impatience bias. First
was a tendency to act early or more frequently, and the second was a tendency to receive information faster, only for a few seconds, at cost, and with
no gain. Both effects were significantly affected by the countdown speed
and moderating impatience resulted in choices that were closer to a rational
model.
7. Results suggested that impatience is expressed differently by men and women,
but was moderated by a faster countdown, regardless of gender.
8. A follow-up question regarding speeding up the feedback was addressed,
which suggested that faster feedback is beneficial but has its limits. After
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passing a limit, the momentary perception and decision-making in the task
following the delay were not improved further, even though delay duration’s
recall was increased.
9. People’s perception of actions that save one’s time, but impose time cost on a
group of people (which can be seen as an act of impatience) was investigated.
Results showed that people were rationally sensitive to the number of people
who were made waiting by the action, as well as the waiting time. The cost
of such actions were perceived differently depending on the nature of the
scenario.
10. Impatience and time perception were affected by age. The results suggested
that as age increases, people may become more patient.
This dissertation provides insights about how to modify user interfaces to moderate impatience caused by delays, as well as how to improve people’s decisionmaking and satisfaction by providing an appropriate feedback. Furthermore, the
findings contribute to understanding human decision-making, and how people are
affected by impatience. A precise picture of how personal traits and common biases influence timing decisions will be of use in designing training problems for a
range of people whose successful, rational decision-making can make a difference
in domains such as personal health, national security, or public safety.
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Appendix

A

Experiment 1 Modeling Details
Table A.1: Experiment 1 - Modeling details
Covariate
Combined
Intercept
gender
education
age
training
remLength
Participants

Estimate

-6.56e+2
3.36e+1
1.67e+2
8.16e+0
3.26e-4
-1.55e-1
[-520.31, 640.07]
mean: 48.21
training:remLength
4.45e-7
remLength:Participants [-0.11, 0.69]
mean: 0.28
Risk-taking
Intercept
35.23
gender
4.64
education
18.01
age
0.73
remLength:Participants [-0.08, 0.44]
mean: 0.15
Impatience
Intercept
-1928.88
gender
737.90
education
78.34
age
34.89
Participants
[-666.75, 1537.99]
mean: 514.47
Baseline
rational
0.77

SE

t

1.61e+3
7.16e+2
5.05e+1
2.87e+1
5.94e-4
7.86e-2
[84.96, 1068.06]
mean: 509.85
5.59e-7
[0.08, 0.39]
mean: 0.13

-0.41
0.05
3.30
0.29
0.55
-1.97
[-3.59,
mean:
0.796
[-0.31,
mean:

23.84
10.45
3.75
0.65
[0.01, 0.09]
mean: 0.03

1.48
0.44
4.80
1.12
[-2.19, 22.54]
mean: 6.65

530.57
238.72
15.18
9.46
[25.27, 351.87]
mean: 167.57

-3.64
3.09
5.16
3.69
[-4.94, 12.58]
mean: 3.01

0.01

81.42

4.79]
0.12
5.72]
2.56

Appendix

B

Cover Stories
You have invited cookie monster over. Unfortunately, you have a good number
of cookies in your living room, where he is waiting while you cook dinner in
the kitchen. Cookie monster will start eating the cookies at one point, so you
need to check on him every now and then. The sooner you catch him, the more
cookies you save, however, anytime you check on him and your friend has not
started eating, he’ll get more and more annoyed with you. You will need to give
him a pack of 100 cookies every time you check on him.

Figure B.1: Experiment 1 - Cover Story (abbreviated)

Imagine you are Cookie Monster! You really love cookies. Your friendly neighbor knows that well, so she has promised to bring you some cookies. The problem is that she hasn’t told you when she will bring the cookies. It’s a very
cold day, and you can only open your door once and check very quickly if the
cookies are there. Your job is to figure out when to check in front of your door.
Remember: Your neighbor will definitely put the cookies for you there within
the promised period, the question is: when? ... If you don’t find the cookies,
you won’t get them at all. If you check before your neighbor brings the cookies,
you have lost your chance to get them.

Figure B.2: Experiment 2 - Cover Story (“late” condition, abbreviated)
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One of your friends is a little special: it’s cookie monster!
The problem is that you have just bought some yummy cookies and you cannot hide them
from him. Unfortunately you need to go to the kitchen and cook dinner, so you have to leave
your friend alone with all the cookies until dinner is ready.
Your job is to figure out when and how often to check on him. Cookie monster will definitely
start eating before you’re done cooking dinner. The question is: when?
You will be busy in the kitchen, so you need to set different alarms and any time the alarm
goes on, you go out immediately and check on him. You set the alarms before cookie monster
visits you by clicking on the game bar.
After you set the times to check, the game starts with you being in the kitchen and the
cookie monster being in the living room. In the following example the game is current and is
at point B. Your latest check has been at point A, thus you don’t know what has happened
after that. Image below only shows a part of the game.

Whenever you check on him, it’ll cost you 100 cookies (because he’s upset with you, and
you have to calm him down!). The screen shows what’s happening: a green bar when he
hasn’t touched the cookies yet, and a red bar for when he’s eating. You get these information
anytime you check on cookie monster, The bar is gray when you are in the kitchen..
When you catch him after he’s started eating, great. The game is over and you will not be
charged for the remaining checks after you catch the cookie monster. Here you
see a part of another game. In this example the game is over. Cookie Monster has started
eating at point A and you have caught it at point B.

The game bar shows you the situation in the dining room. A red bar indicates that the
cookie monster is eating cookies. It is green otherwise.
While the game is running, you won’t see what cookie monster is doing live. You’ll only
get the news when you check on him. However, to get more up-to-date information, you
can choose to pay 200 cookies to see the game live. To see what happens in the
living-room in real-time!
Example below shows a part of a game, where the game is current and at point C, and the
latest you have checked is at point A. Now you can see that the cookie monster has started
eating at point B. This shows you the advantage of choosing the live option.

Everything happens really fast, so you’re going to be in your kitchen for only a few seconds.
In this HIT, we’re paying you according to how many cookies you have left in the end. So,
don’t catch Cookie Monster too late, because once he starts eating, he’ll eat the cookies with
a constant pace.
It is very important to pay attention to the game. We check whether you are
paying attention by asking you to press a button at the end of each round. you
will lose your bonus if you fail to press ”b” right after the round ends.
Summary: Every time that one of the alarms that you set rings, you go check cookie
monster. It’ll cost you 100 units. Your job is to check as soon as possible the cookie monster
makes his play. The cookie monster will always play at some point. The game is over when
you catch him or when the time is up. You’ll play 6 short rounds of the game; the first one
is a practice round. In each round you will be given the choice to pay 200 cookies to watch
the game live. At the end of each game you have to press b, or click on the get bonus button
as fast as you can to get the bonus.

Figure B.3: Experiment 3 - Cover story and description for the participants.
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Experiment 3 - Learning Curve
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Figure C.1: Learning curve for ∆t (left) and ∆trational (right). An increase in ∆t
shows that the participants learn to wait more between their checks over time. A
decrease in ∆trational shows that people learn to play closer to the rational model
over time. Models shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.5 show the significance of the learning
effects.
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Experiment 6 - Scenarios
Table D.1: Experiment 6 - Main scenarios and actions
Scenario 1: John needs to get to a different floor in the high-rise building
he works in. Just when he gets to the elevator, the doors are already
closing. There are N people in the elevator. John can push the elevator
call button right now. If John pushes the button to re-open the door, it
will take 30 seconds for it to open and close again. The ’close’ button
inside the elevator does not work.
N=1, 7, 12
Action: John pushes the button and opens it.
Scenario 2: John is in the elevator and needs to get to a different floor in
the building that he works in. There are (N-1) other people with him in
the elevator. The elevator has stopped at a floor, and the doors are closing.
From the end of the hallway, a co-worker comes running. The co-worker
could push the elevator button. If pushed, the button will re-open the
door, and it will take 30 seconds for it to close again. The ’close’ button
does not work!
N=1, 7, 12
Action: The co-worker pushes the button and re-opens the door.
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Scenario 3: John is driving down a street where he wants to pick up his
friend. He suddenly sees him walking on the sidewalk. John’s speed is
only 20 mph, so he can easily pull over for him. The problem is that there
are no parking spaces available, so he’d have to stop in the middle of the
road. If he stops right there, his friend can get in quickly. Fortunately,
there is no police around. However, he is coming up to a green light. If he
stops for his friend, he will miss the green light, and the cars behind him
will miss it as well. This light is going to be red for 60 seconds. There are
N cars behind John.
N=1, 3, 10
Action: John pulls over to pick up his friend.
Scenario 4: John is driving down a street and notices someone standing
by the street. The person seems to be waiting for the car which is in front
of John. There is nowhere in this street where one can park, or stop for a
minute off street, so if the car in the front wants to pick up that person,
he needs to stop in the middle of the street for a few seconds. However, if
the car stops, they will miss the green light. This light is going to be red
for 60 seconds. There are (N-1) more cars behind John.
N=1, 3, 10
Action: The driver in front of the John hits the brakes.
Scenario 5: John is getting on a plane. Today, he is sitting in the first
row. He is the first to board, and behind him are N other passengers
waiting to board. He has just put all of his bags in the overhead bin and
sat down when he remembers he has left his headphones in his bag. To
listen to the music, he needs to get up and find his headphones.
N=1, 20, 100
Action: John gets up, blocking the aisle between the seats, and takes out
his headphone and then sits down again.
Scenario 6: John is getting on a plane. Behind him are (N-1) other
passengers waiting to board. Someone in the first row seems to have
forgotten his headphones in a bag in the overhead bin. He will need those
headphones to listen to the music during the flight. If that person stands
up, he will block the way, so John and other passengers behind him will
need to wait until he sits again.
N=1, 20, 100
Action: The person in the first row stands up to take out the headphones.
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Table D.2: Experiment 6 - Integrity questions
Scenario: John has a homework deadline tonight and it is already 1pm.
John has lots of questions about the homework questions and cannot find
anyone who can help him. Suddenly he sees one of his teachers. This
question is not like the other parts, we just ask you to go ahead and choose
the rightmost option. It is necessary to choose the rightmost option to get
your task approved.
Action: John asks his questions
Scenario: John is going to cinema with his friends. They are all fan of
movies and go to the cinema regularly. Any time they go to watch a movie,
they buy a very big popcorn and share it. When they are getting ready to
go to the cinema, we ask you to go ahead and choose the middle option.
You need to do that to get your task approved. John and his friends will
enjoy the movie either way.
Action: John goes to the cinema.
Scenario: John has a hard exam in two days. He is a hard working
student and has been studying for the exam since last week. He finds
out that only two chapters are left for him to study and he will be ready.
While John is studying for his exam, it is important that you go ahead
and choose the leftmost option below in order to get your task approved.
John is going to do well on the exam.
Action: John continues studying hard for his test.

Table D.3: Experiment 6 - The scenarios involving stealing money
Scenario: John is very wealthy and there is one restaurant that he goes to
very often. One day he notices that someone has put a $10 tip on the desk
next to him and no one is in the room. There are no videos monitoring
the restaurant.
Action: John takes $10 and replaces it with a $1 or $5 bill.
Scenario: John is badly in debt, he needs to pay his rent but he does not
have any money. He goes to a restaurant and notice that someone has put
a $10 tip on the desk next to him and no one is in the room. There are no
video cameras monitoring the restaurant. The person who tips $10 goes
to the same restaurant everyday.
Action: John goes to the restaurant everyday and takes the $10 tip, and
replace it with a $1 or $5 tip.
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Experiment 7 - Scenarios
Table E.1: Experiment 7 - Main scenarios and actions
Scenario 1: John needs to get to a different floor in the high-rise building
he works in. Just when he gets to the elevator, the doors are already
closing. There are N people in the elevator. John can push the elevator
call button right now. If John pushes the button to re-open the door, it
will take 30/N seconds for it to open and close again. The “close” button
inside the elevator does not work.
N=1, 5, 10
Action: John pushes the button to reopen the door and gets in.
Scenario 2: Kathy is in the elevator and needs to get to a different floor
in the building that she works in. There are (N-1) other people with her
in the elevator. The elevator has stopped at a floor, and the doors are
closing. From the end of the hallway, a co-worker comes running. The coworker could push the elevator button. If pushed, the button will re-open
the door, and it will take 30/N seconds for it to close again. The ”close”
button does not work.
N=1, 5, 10
Action: The co-worker pushes the button and re-opens the door.
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Scenario 3:Allison is driving down a street where she wants to pick up her
friend. She suddenly sees her walking on the sidewalk. Allison’s speed is
only 20 mph, so she can easily pull over for her. The problem is that there
are no parking spaces available, so she’d have to stop in the middle of the
road. If she stops right there, her friend can get in quickly. Fortunately,
there is no police around. However, she is coming up to a green light. If
she stops for her friend, she will miss the green light and the cars behind
her will miss it as well. Otherwise, they will all be able to pass the green
light. This light is going to be red for 90/N seconds. There are N people
in cars behind Allison.
N=1, 6, 12
Action: Allison pulls over to pick up her friend.
Scenario 4: Mike is driving down a street and notices someone standing
by the street. The person seems to be waiting for the car that is in front
of Mike. There is nowhere in this street where one can park, or stop
for a minute off street, so if the car in the front wants to pick up that
person, he/she needs to stop in the middle of the street for a few seconds.
However, if the car stops, Mike and others behind him will miss the green
light. Otherwise, they will all be able to pass the green light. There are
(N-1) others in the cars behind Mike. This light is going to be red for
90/N seconds.
N=1, 6, 12
Action: The driver in front of Mike hits the brakes.
Scenario 5: Robert just got on his plane. He has just put his carry-ons
in the overhead bin and has sat down when he remembers he has left his
headphones in his bag. To listen to his music, he’s going to need to get
up and find his headphones, which will take 120/N seconds. When he
does so, though, he will hold up some other passengers that need to get
to their seats. There are N other passengers waiting to pass and sit down.
(Note that in this scenario, the plane will leave on time, regardless of what
Robert does.)
N=1, 20, 60
Action: Robert gets up now to fetch his headphones.
Scenario 6: Jane is getting on a plane. Someone in the first row seems to
have forgotten her/his headphones in a bag in the overhead bin. She/he
will need those headphones to listen to the music during the flight. If that
person now stands up to look for the headphones, which will take 120/N
seconds, she/he will block the way, so Jane and (N-1) other passengers
behind her will need to wait until she/he sits again.
N=1, 20, 60
Action: The person in the first row stands up to take out the headphones.
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Scenario 7: Sarah is in the line to enter a theater. She has bought the
ticket online and has saved it in an app on her phone. When it is her turn
to enter, she notices that she is logged out from the app, where her ticket
is saved. Due to poor internet connection, it will take 300/N seconds to
log back in. She has the choice to exit the line and let others pass. She
will need to go behind everybody in that case. If she does not exit the
line, she will hold up the line and the others need to wait until she logs
in and finds the ticket. There are N people behind her. The tickets have
seat numbers.
N=10, 30, 75
Action: Sarah starts logging in and does not exit the line.
Scenario 8: Jake is in the line to enter a theater. Only one person is
in front of him. That person has bought the ticket online. It seems that
the person in front of him is logged out from the app, where the ticket is
saved. Due to poor internet connection, it will take that person 300/N
seconds to log back in. The person in front of Jake has the choice to exit
the line and let others pass. He/she will need to go behind everybody in
that case. If he/she does not exit the line, Jake and (N-1) other people
behind him need to wait for that person to log in.
N=10, 30, 75
Action: The person in front of Jake starts logging in and does not exit
the line.

Table E.2: Experiment 7 - Integrity questions
Scenario: James has a homework deadline tonight and it is already 1pm.
James has lots of questions about the homework questions and cannot
find anyone who can help you. Suddenly he sees one of his teachers. This
question is not like the other parts, we just ask you to go ahead and choose
the rightmost option. It is necessary to choose the rightmost option to get
your task approved. James finds the page on which the question is written.
Action: James asks his questions
Scenario: Andrew has a hard exam in two days. He is a hard working
student and has been studying for the exam since last week. He finds
out that only two chapters are left for him to study and he will be ready.
While Andrew is studying for his exam, it is important that you go ahead
and choose the leftmost option below in order to get your task approved.
Andrew knows that he is going to do well on the exam.
Action: Andrew continues studying for his test. End of scenarios
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Table E.3: Experiment 7 - The scenario involving stealing money
Scenario: Peter is very wealthy and there is one restaurant that he goes
to very often. One day he notices that someone has put a $10 tip on the
desk next to him and no one is in the room. There are no video cameras
monitoring the restaurant.
Action: Peter takes $10 and replaces it with a $1 or $5 bill.
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Participants’ Demographics
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Figure F.1: Density plot of the participants’ age for each Experiment. The minimum age allowed to join the experiment was 18 years old.
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Figure F.2: Density plot of age for men (left) and women (right). The minimum
age allowed to join the experiment was 18 years old.
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